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Chapter 1

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction

The role of organic agriculture in providing food and income is now gaumg

wider recognition (Van Elzakker et al 2007). Organic fanning is a sustainable fanning
system that produces healthy crops and Uvestock without damaging the environment.
It avoids the use of artificial chemical fertilizers and pesticides and emphasize on
developing a healthy and fertile soU and growing a mixture of crops. In this way, the
fann remains biologically balanced with variety of insects and wildUfe that act as
natural predators of crop pests, and soil fuU of microorganisms and earthworms to
keep its vitality. What makes organic agriculture unique is that, under various laws
and certification programs, almost all synthetic inputs are prohibited and "soil
building" crop rotations are mandatory. Properly managed, organic farming reduces or
eliminates soil and water pollution and helps conserve water and soil on agricultural
lands. Organic farming is one of the several approaches to sustainable agriculture,
which is an eco friendly production system. Organic agriculture is gaining importance
in the agriculture sector of many countries, irrespective of their stage of development.

India is bestowed with lot of potential to produce all varieties of organic
products due to its various agro climatic regions. In several parts of the country, the
inherited tradition of organic fanning is an added advantage. This holds promise for
the organic producers to tap market which is growing steadily in the domestic market
related to the export market. Currently, India ranks 33rd in terms of total land under
organic cultivation and 88th position for agriculture land under organic crops to total
fanning area. The cultivate land under certification is around 4.43 milUon Ha (2010-
2011) In 2000 the Government of India released the National Standard for Organic
Products (NSOP) under the National programme for Organic Production (NPOP). It
stipulates that inspection and certification by a nationaUy accredited certification body
is mandatory for labelling and selling products as "Organic".

The increase of the environmental consciousness has had a thoughtful effect
on consumer behaviour, with the green product market expanding at a remaikable
rate Therefore, in the past decades there has been an increase in production and



consumption of organically-produced products which was seen as having less impact

to the environment. In December 2000, the National Organic Standards Board of the

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) established a national standard for the term

"organic." Organic food, defined by how it cannot be made rather than how it can be

made, must be produced without the use of sewer-sludge fertilizers, most synthetic

fertilizers and pesticides, genetic engineering (biotechnology), growth hormones,

irradiation and antibiotics. A variety of agricultural products can be produced

organically, including produce of grains, meat, dairy, eggs, and processed food

products. "Organic" does not mean "natural." There is no legal definition as to what

constitutes a "natural" food. However, the food industry uses the term "natural" to

indicate that a food has been minimally processed and is preservative-firee. Natural

foods can include organic foods, but not all natural foods are organic.

Indian markets firom low- involvement to high- involvement product

categories have been experiencing sweeping changes in the past decade. Changing life

styles, fragmented market segments, consumer preferences, and intense competition

firom various other brands of corporate have made marketing strategies a prerequisite

for marketing success, India has been going through radical changes in the marketing

arena in the last decade. Globalization in terms of multinational corporation brands

entering Indian markets, the emergence of young professionals in mban areas, the

opening up of luxury and leisure markets, the impact of mass media and the influence
of Westernization are some of the critical aspects which have forced Indian marketers

to adopt marketing strategies (Narayanasamy and Ramasamy, 2011). These strategies
jjayg been formulated against the backdrop of the Indian culture, which is strongly

entrenched in the consumer psyche, and amidst changes in the social environment.

Production and marketing strategies are determined by consumer beliefs, attitudes,

responses to organically grown products and the willingness to pay a premium price.

Because organic products are credence goods, consumers may not know

whether a product is produced using organic or conventional methods unless they are

told so (Giannakas, 2002). Thus, awareness and knowledge about organically

produced foods are critical in the consumer purchase decisions. Krissoff (1998)

reported that consumers purchase organic products because of a perception that such

products are safer, healthier and more envirorunentally fiiendly than conventionally
produced alternatives. Human health, food safety along with several other product

2



characteristics such as nutritive value, taste, freshness, appearance, and other sensory

characteristics influence consumer preferences (Makatouni, 2002, Bonti-Ankomah

and Yiridoe, 2006).

Rice is the staple food of Kerala and so the demand for the rice is also very

high, and it is necessary to augment its production. The system of our agriculture

based on the traditional knowledge and practices handed down from generation to

generation could not produce enough to feed the increasing population. The ignominy

of our dependence for food on the western developed nations and the politics of food

aid practiced by them added to our determination to be "self-sufficient in food

production by modernizing agriculture. The green revolution fulfilled our aspirations

by changing India from a food importing to a food exporting nation. However, the

achievement was at the expense of ecology and environment and to the detriment of

the well-being of the people. The agriculture system adopted from the west has started

showing increasing unsustainability and once again, the need for an appropriate

method suitable to our requirements is being felt. The practice of organic farming,

said to the best-known alternative to the conventional method, also originateid in the

west, which suffered from the ill effects of chemical agriculture.

By realizing the health hazards of chemical fertilizers, consumers are now

switching over their preference to organic rice and hence the farmers too. Consumers

all over the world have concern about their health as well as the environment's

sustainability. They are now worried about die presence of the negative consequences

of chemical residues on their health and on the environment in conventional

production methods. As a result, markets for "green" or "eco-friendly" products are

rapidly increasing as its consumption is recognized as one of the contributors to a
healthy and sustainable lifestyle.

Thrissur Kole Wetlands are unique wetlands lying in Thrissur

District in Kerala, India. It gives 40 per cent of the Kerala's rice requirement and acts

as . a natural drainage system for Thrissur city and Thrissur District. The Kole

Wetlands is one of laigest, highly productive and threatened wetlands in Kerala and

has been declared in Ramsar Convention for protection and it comes in Central Asian

Flyway of migratory birds. The most important crop of the district is paddy. Kole



lands extent over an area of 1100 hectares partly along Thrissur, Chavakkad and

Mukundapuram taluks of Thrissur district.

With the cultivation season round the comer and de-watering underway, fanners

in the low-lying estuarine plains of Kole wetlands could be heard wondering the same

thing: Where are the snakes, frogs and fish which were all found in abtmdance imtil

just a few years before? "The excreta of the fish were highly beneficial to the soil and

the frogs consumed several of the more harmful insects. Now, their population is

slowly dwindling because of use of pesticides," said a farmer busy dewateiing the

Kole farms. The statistics say as much. The results of a study on Kole wetlands

conducted by the Centre for Economic and Social studies in 2011 says the quantity of

fertilisers used per hectare of rice, almost 282 kg, was twice the Kerala average of 123

kg per hectare. The soil analysis tests on the Kole farms have shown a low potassium

and nitrogen content while the phosphoms is supposedly high. It was the

indiscriniinate use of fertilisers, disregarding the micronutrient requirements of the

soil that proved coimterproductive to the flood plains. lii some areas, the productivity

is as low as 4 tonnes/ hectare, while the output goes as high asl2 tonnes/hectare in

those areas where the fertilisers are properly applied. However, the use of chemical

fertiliser has since been reduced to a large extent. Smt. Jayasree K., the former Deputy

Director of Agriculture says "Over the years, we have phased out the use of fertiliser

with an aim to make the produce *Safe to Eat'". At the same time, she agreed that

some farmers with the help of unscrupulous chemical companies were involved in the

use of fertilisers uncontrollably. (The New Indian Express, Kole Land Awaits an

Organic Shift, 02"'' October 2015).

The 73*^ and 74*'* amendments of the constitution led to the setting up of a

decentralized democratic local self-government system in the covmtry. Panchayaths

are given freedom to formulate and implement their own development programmes

within the operational guidelines issued by the State Planning Board. Improving the

production and productivity of agriculture in a locality, introduction of new crops,

adoption of mechanized farming and expanding the area under crops are vested with

Giama Panchayath. The projects imder agricultme are implemented through Krishi

bhavans, the Panchayath level imit for agricultural development. Mission Adat-

Jaivam Amritham is such an initiative taken by Adat Farmers Service Co-operative

Bank (AFSCB) of Adat Grama Panchayath.



Adat Grama Panchayath, home to about 3,000 acres of Kole paddy fields, has

successfully laimched itself on the organic path to farming and set a model for

panchayaths elsewhere in the State. "Mission Adat- JAIVAM AMRITHAM" is such

an initiative implemented exclusively for improving the condition of organic paddy

cultivation. They have selected 82 ac (Ombathumuri) and 94 ac (Kadavil) of Kole

land fi-om Adat panchayath and initiated organic paddy cultivation. First harvest

yielded 170 tonnes of paddy per field which is remarkably good when compared to

other organic rice production. The Panchayath began, in 2007 with an intense

sensitisation campaign and gave training to the farmers in organic farming and began

with cultivation in 350 acres in Chathan Kole Pupilakadu Padam without using any

pesticide. Except for a mild dose of chemical fertilizers in the initial stage, the rest of

the manures used were orgamc. Now they are on the way to 100% organic cultivation.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The distribution of organic products happens through different channels like

exclusive stores/outlets, conventional retail stores; supermarket/ hypermarkets,

advanced order based sales, home delivery, direct sales fî om the farmers in open

markets, and mobile retail shops (Ghosh, 2004). The food industry delivers certified

organic products to consumers through specialized stores and large supermarkets. The

organic products in the Indian market cost general at least/ almost double the price of

conventional products, and prices vary between different marketing channels (Garibay

and Jyoti. 2003).

As indicated by further fieldwork, consumers prefer organic products over

conventional ones when they consider health risks, lifestyles associated with organic

production, concerns about chemical residues in food, and about impact on the
environment and wildlife. At present, the organic rice- Jaivam Amritham market is

still in an early phase of its development, and its retail outlets are available only in

metro cities, without any availability of more varied assortments inside this category,

fiuthermore, these specialized stores are normally situated double the distance where

the remaining household purchases are carried out. Hence, consumers are not

provided the convenience of access to a comprehensive range of products in one

place. Despite these issues, however, not many efforts have been carried out to profile
this market segment (Menon, 2009). Furthermore, the majority of needed research in
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this field has been undertaken by AFSCB and hence, consumer's willingness to buy
Jaivam Amritham in Thrissur District is significatively under- researched.
Accordingly, there is an urgent need to fill this research gap. In particular, research
studies on consumer's willingness to buy and it deserves careful investigation.

Now, AFSCB is planning to expand their organic rice production to rest of the
Kole padavu. In order to improve the production, processing and marketing of organic
rice, it is very much relevant to probe into consumer's willingness to buy organic rice.
By analyzing the above, it might be able to stracture a better marketing strategy for
AFSCB, Mission Adat- Jaivam Amntham.

1.3 Need and Significance of the Study

The market of organic products is growing as the number of people willing to
eat organic food and pay premium price is increasing. The future of organic
agriculture will, to a large extent, also depend on consumer demand and their motive
for paying extra price for organically grown food. Thus, a consumer-onented
approach to understanding the market for organic products is important for pursumg
better management of organic fanning. However, this is a complex process, which is
detennined by factors such as quality production, certification, infiastructure and
market environment and policies (Aryal, 2008). It is also important to understand
consumers' decision-making regarding organically produced foods and seek strategies
about how consumption can be promoted.

It is highly important to examine the underlying factors that might influence
the tendency of consumer to purchase organic food products. Such research is
beUeved could help to formulate a strong market communication and poUcy strategies
in order to influence behaviour toward organic rice. As most researches were
conducted in developed countries, there might be some socio-demographic differences
in organic food acceptance and consumption behaviour. According to Lockie et al.
(2002) the proportion of people consuming organic food products may increase as
they experience a rise in income and normaUy organic food consumers are among
those with high education level compared to non-organic consumers.



The future of organic agriculture will, to a large extent, depend on consumer

demand. Thus, a consumer-oriented approach to understanding organic agriculture is
important not only in its own right, but also in terms of response to shifting market
dynamics. From a marketing perspective, it is important to understand our (human)
conception of consumer decision-making regarding organically produced foods, and
how consumption can be promoted. Product development and marketing strategies are
also affected by consumer beUefs, attitudes and responses. This could vary depending
on the region of the world. Thus, a clear understanding of consumer attitudes and the
motivations underlying actions in responding to organicaUy grown products is
important. To succeed in today's competitive marketplace, each company must fiame
a marketing strategy. The marketing strategy is the marketing logic by which the
company hopes to achieve its marketing objectives (Ferrell and Hartline, 2008). The
marketing objectives say 'Where to go' and the marketing strategy says 'How to go'.
The marketing strategy helps to segment the market, target the most promising
segment, and position the product in the consumer's mind as a clear, distinct, and
desirable place relative to competing products (Clewelt, 2000)

The present research undertook such an attempt to determine the consumer s
wiUingness to buy otganic rice- Jaivam Atnritham so that AFSCB can explore the
cuirent market of organic rice. This research was also intended to suggest marketmg
Strategies for JAIVAM AMRTTHAM- the organic rice, produced by AFSCB and
marketed by ESAF.

1.4 Objectives

The specific objectives of the study are as foUows,
nce-1) To analyze the consumer's attitude towards the purchase of organic ric

jaivam AMRTTHAM, a product of Adat Farmers Service Co-operative
Bank.

2) To suggest marketing strategy to enhanee the marketing scope of Jaivam
Amritham.



1.5 Methodology

1.5.1 Research design

The study was conducted by collecting data from various consumers and

retailers of Thrissur District as suggested by the Adat Farmers Service Co-operative

Bank (AFSCB). For the purpose of the study, both quantitative and qualitative data of

primary and secondary in nature were collected using different methods. Thrissur

District was the canvas for the study as AFSCB is initially plamiing to expand their

market in Thrissur District. The main focus of this research was to analyze

consumer's attitude towards the organic rice- Jaivam Amritham and their willingness

to buy the product and also to suggest marketing strategy to further explore the market

opportunities of orgamc rice.

1.5.2 Description of the Study Area

Thrissvu" is a revenue district of Kerala situated in the central part of the state,

spanning an area of 3,032 km^. This district is home to over 10% of Kerala's
population. Thrissur is known as the cultural capital of Kerala. It is situated in south

western India 10.52®N 76.21°E and is in the central part of Kerala, India. Thrissur is

at sea level. Thrissur municipality came into existence on T' July 1942 and later in the

year 2000 it was upgraded to the level of municipal corporation. Thrissur Municipal
Corporation came into being on 2°'' October 2000 with a total area of 101.42 sq km.
As per provisional reports of Census India, population of ThrissifrSiCorporation in
2011 was 317474 consisting 154188 males and 163286 females. The total households

in the city are 66827 and sex ratio is 1092/1000 male. According to census 2011 the
average population density is 2868 persons per sq km. In the central area of the town,

the population density is as high as 3130 persons per sq km, while it is 1458 persons
in the outer fringes of the city (Census India, 2011).|Thrissur has a literacy rate of

97.24%. Thrissur was also the second highest urbanized district in Kerala after

Emakulam. The Corporation manages 101.42 km of Thrissur city limits of 55 wards

through five divisions Ayyanthole, Vilvattom, Ollukkara, Ollur and Koorkanchery.
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1.5.3 Study Location

To conduct the study more meaningfully four retail shops were selected from

Thrissur District. They are Adat Farmers' Co-operative Society Supermarket, Adat,

Elite Supermarket, Thrissur, Nissarga Organic shop, Pookunnam, and ESAF Swasrya

Bazar, Mannoothy. These four shops were selected as representative shops from urban

and peri-urban areas of Thrissm* District so that taste and preferences of consumers in

these areas can be compared.

1.5.4 Sampling Size

The sample for the survey included at least 30 conveniently selected

consumers from each retail shops, thus with a total of 120 consumers. In addition,

purposively selected retailers, members of AFSCB, Convenor/member of Adat Kole

padavu and Agricultural officer of Adat Grama Panchayath had also been included in
the sample to obtain relevant qualitative and quantitative data. The distribution of
sample respondents and selected locations are provided in Table 1.2 and 1.3.

SI. No.
Retail Shops No. of respondents

1
AFCS 30

2
Elite 30

3
Nissarga 30

4
ESAF 30

Total 120

Table 1.2 nicf^ihiitinns of Key Informants

SI. No.
Location No. ofKns

1
Adat 5

2
Elite 1

3
Nissarga 1

4
r  ESAF 1

Total 8



81. No. Location No. Of FGDs

1 AFSCB 15

2 Ombathu muri Kole padavu 8

3 Kadavil Kole Padavu 8

Total 31

were

1.5.5 Types of data and methods of data collection
I >»

Both quantitative and qualitative data of primary and secondary in nature

collected for the study. Qualitative data was generated through Key Informant

Interviews (KH) with the help of checklists and Focused Group Discussion (FGD).

Quantitative data were gathered by a survey among the 120 sample respondent

consumers from four retail shops with a pre - tested, structured questionnaire.

Necessary secondary data had also been collected from available reports, records and

other documents of Adat Farmers' Service Co-operative Bank. The primary data had

been gathered in 33 days in fom: retail shops. The data collection started on 20*'' April,
2016 which involved detailed gathering of information on different parameters of
interest for the study from each respondent by employing the questionnaire.
QuaUtative data were also gathered from 8 KHs and from three FGDs. Key informants
were identified with the help of officials of Adat farmers' Service Co-operative Bank
in the selected locations. Comprehensive guideline of open-ended questions was used
to guide FGDs (FGD guide) and KHs (check list) and to gather more information
regarding the issue under investigation. The participants of these FGDs were selected
based on the criteria of familiarity with the issue under investigation and abihty to
express their opinion genuinely and properly, on behalf of the consumers' as well as
producers' category they represent.

1.5.5.i Quantitative data collection methods

Before the start of the survey in Aril 2016, the researcher decided to pre-test

the questionnaire in Adat Farmers' Service Co-operative Society Supermarket with
the help of the Managing Director of AFSCB. After the pre-test of the questionnaire,
the questions were rearranged, which involved both open-ended and close-ended

10



questions and translated into Malayalam before going to actual survey area. The

researcher used the broad Same with the objectives of the study in mind especially on

the ethical issues (such as how to treat the respondents not to hurt their feelings,

confidentiality and friendly) while collecting the data. The respondents were

purposefully selected with the criteria of being the users of Jaivam Amritham, related

to the topic of interest to avoid bias.

L5.5.U Qualitative data collection methods

The second phase of the study focused on qualitative data collection through

KHs and FGDs. Qualitative data were used to supplement and to fill gaps of the

quantitative data collection process and also for triangulation of sm^ey data. Tape

recording was the method of dociunentation of qualitative data and the data had been

transcribed daily to avoid forgetting and missmg the contextual emotional states of the

discussants or respondents.

1.5.5.iu(a) Key Informant Interview (KII)

The key informant interviews were not a question-answer session. It rather

involved a sort of case studies to have a good insight of how the situation was in the

past, the recent transformation and other points of study. The key informants for the

study were include Managing Director, AFSCB, Managers of ESAF and AFCS

supermarket, Floor manger of Elite supermarket. Member of Director board, Nissarga

Organic shop and Agriculture Officer of Adat Grama Panchayath. During the

interview, some related issues were also raised to stimulate the process and also guide

the respondent to the main issue. The interview used to start with general questions

and then it proceeded using the checklist. KIIs were held at AFSCB Office, Adat

Krishibhavan, Kole Padavu conveners Office as well as iu four retail shops. Such

interviews were held with the officers in order to have a good insight about the topic

of interest.

LS.5.iL(b) Focus Group Discussion (FGD)

FGDs were earned out in AFSCB with 15 members and with both Kole

padavu groups wifri maximum of eight persons in each FGD. A total of 3 FGDs were

held. During the FGD, the researcher was involved as facilitator, using the FGD

11



guide. The interview used to start with general questions about some historical

information to know the background and what was the condition in the past compared

to the present condition and the possible causes of the change regarding prevalence,

practice and other current issues related to organic rice. Thereafter, the researcher

probed the farmer group raising the specific points according to the FGD guide and

facilitated in depth discussions. During the discussion, the role of the researchers was

to give a chance and stimulate the passive participants to respond to similar questions

or share their commtmity experience and observations about the issue imder

discussion. This was mainly done to avoid the dominance of one or two group

members, making sure that every participant has an opportunity to speak, and to get a

good mix of wide perspectives. In case of deviation fi-om the main topic, they were

brought back into the intended track in a fiiendly manner. The discussions were held

according to the preference of discussants in Krishibhavan offices as well as in

AFSCB conference halls. Each FGD were lasted for 1-2 hours.

1.5.6 Key observations made

The following key observations were made while conducting the study.

1) The consumer's attitude towards the purchase of organic rice

2) Consumers' opinion regarding JAIVAM AMRTTHAM

3) Influential factors towards consumer preference of JAIVAM AMRTTHAM

4) Marketing strategies of JAIVAM AMRTTHAM- the organic rice

5) Production related factors with respect to JAIVAM AMRTTHAM

1.5.7 Methods ofData analysis

The data collected for analyzing the marketing opportunities of Jaivam

Amritham and consumer's attitude towards the purchase of organic rice Jaivam
Amritham were analyzed by using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)
version 20 computer software. The qualitative data collected through KHs and FGDs
had been analysed with narrations, interpretations and tabulations. Quantitative data
obtained fî om survey were analysed using simple descriptive statistics like means,
fi-equencies and percentages. The analysis of qiiaUtative data was made both during



and after data collection. Then narrative analyses were used through recording,

writing the manuscript daily after each qualitative data collection, coding or collecting

the same ideas and explained in detailed and organized way. Ordered logistic

Regression model was used to analyse the consmners' attitude towards the purchase

of organic rice. Kendall's W test was used to delineate the factors responsible for

consumers' purchase of Jaivam Amritham and to rank the consumer's general opinion

towards consumption of Jaivam Amntham.

1.5.8 Identification ofmarketing strategies of organic rice- Jaivam Amritham
»»»

The factors that contribute towards the marketing strategies of Jaivam

Amritham were finalized fi"om the questionnaire, and also from the qualitative data

collected through KIIs and FGDs. The factors collected flirough questionnaire were

analyzed by using simple descriptive statistics like means, frequencies and
percentages. The factors collected through KUs and FGDs were analyzed by using

narration, interpretation and tabulation.

1.5.9 Measurement of consumers' attitude towards organic rice

The attitude rating items were designed based on the reviewed literature and

changed into statements that can clearly extract respondent's agreement or
disagreement. These include both positive and negative statements. All the items
reflected the degree of accuracy of attitude on the concept of organic rice purchase

and consumption in the context of the given situation in the locations of the survey.
These statements were measured on a five point continuum. Accordingly, the scores
were allocated for statements, which range from 1 to 5. The scores for the positive
statements were given as: strongly agree=5; agree=4; no opinion=3; disagree=2; and
strongly disagree=l. The scores for the negative statements were given as: strongly
agree=l; agree=2; no opinion=3; disagree=4; and strongly disagree=5.

1 510 Measurement of consumers' opinion regarding consumption of Jaivam
Amritham

The opinion rating items were designed after having a prior discussion with
the Jaivam Amritham consumers from AFCS Supermarket that can clearly extract
respondent's agreement or disagreement. These formed as a basis for the analysis. All
the items clearly defined in a way such^ thdt the consumers can give responses



according to their experience in Jaivam Amritham consumption. The statements were

measured on a five point continuum. The scores were given as: strongly agree=5;

agree=4; no opinion=3; disagree=2; and strongly disagree=l.

1.5.11 Analysis of influential factors towards consumer preference of Jaivam

Amritham

The major influential factors towards consumer preference of Jaivam

Amritham were identified fî om consumers' general attitude towards Jaivam

Amritham The factors were measured on a five point continuum. The scores were

given as: strongly agree=5; agree=4; no opinion=3; disagree=2; and strongly

disagree=l. These were analysed by percentage and ranking.

1.5.12 Major Variables Observed

i. Frequency of pmchasing Jaivam Amritham

ii. Sourceofinformationregarding Jaivam Amritham

iii. Duration of using Jaivam Amritham

iv. Reason for purchasing Jaivam Amritham

V. Satisfaction regarding the cost of Jaivam Amritham

vi. Taste of Jaivam Amritham

vii. Bran content in Jaivam Amntham

viii. Preferred package of purchasing

ix. Preferred place of purchase

Consumer's general attitude towards organic rice

Consumer's general attitude towards the consuinption of Jaivam Annitham

xii. Distribution channel of Jaivam Amritham

The market price of Jaivam Amntham

X.

XI.

xm.
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1.6 Scope of the Study

This study was designed to analyse consumers' attitude towards organic rice-

Jaivam Anuitham and to suggest marketing strategies to further capture the organic

rice market in Thrissur district in the state of Kerala. Adat Farmer's Service Co

operative Bank is intensively working to make organic rice available in the preferred

areas. But there is a gap fovmd between the consumers and the AFSCB. So this

research work could help them to narrow dovm the gap and could also helps to

establish better marketing strategies for JAJVAM AMRTTHAM- the organic rice.
»»»

Finally, although the findings of this study will have limited scope to generalize to the

whole country or region, it will have applicability to places of similar context and will

serve as a springboard for others who will initiate similar investigations.

1.7 Limitations of the Study

This study was focused only on the marketing strategies and consumer's

attitude towards Jaivam Anuitham in the Thrissm Corporation. The study has some

limitations of resoruce in terms of time, personnel, transport facility and budget to

cover all consumer groups found in Kerala. Thus, die study takes into account only

purposively selected consumers fi-om four main retail shops where the Jaivam
Anuitham sells and selected locations (i.e., Adat, Thrissur, Poonkunnam and

Mannoothy), thus with a total of 120 consumers. In addition to this, purposively
selected respondents like retailers, members, .of AFSCB, Convenor/member of Adat
Kole padavu and Agricultural officer of Adat grama Panchayath had also been
included in the sample to obtain relevant qualitative data. Furthermore, this study
focused only on consumers of Jaivam Amritham. Non-consirmers of the same were
not into accoimt and thus, whose attitude towards Jaivam Anuitham were not
analysed.
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1.8 Chapter Plan of the Project

The study has been designed into the following chapters:

Chapter-1 -- Design of the Study

Review of Literature

Organic Rice Production- An Overview

Consumers' Willingness to Buy Organic Products- A

Theoretical Framework

Chapter -2

Chapter -3

Chapter -4

Chapter -5

Chapter -6

Chapter -7

Adat Farmers' Service Co-operative Bank Ltd. No. R.

689- A Profile

Marketing Strategies- An Analysis

Summary of Findings and Suggestions
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Review of literature is the important part of all scientific research that would

help the researcher to understand the relevant studies and identify the research gap.
This chapter discusses the available reading material about organic farming, organic
rice and consumer attitude so as to estabUsh a theoretical fiiamework for the study,
based on ideas and concepts expressed by various authors and researchers. This
chapter is crucial to support the fiirther analysis and research in the following chapter.

Researches on consumers' attitude towards the use of chemical substance in

agriculture were explored as early as in 1965 (Bearler and WilUts, 1968). This marked
th beginning of the era when hmnan beings were becoming more concerned with
preserving the environment. However, given the need to expand the production in

Itural sector to ensure continuous supply of food, the use of pesticides and other
.  , u ic hard to resist. Perhaps, green product industry could be deemed

chemical substance is.

., 1 to this problem. The growth of organic agriculture is seen as part
as the ideal soiuiiou

trends where consumers demand to know what benefits aof the emergmg marKenng

deliver before making a purchasing decision. Given the various factors that
th intention to purchase organic products, it is necessary to examine which

It the ftctore give the strongest etfects.
2 1 BeUef on the Safety and Health Aspects of Organic Products

h related to consumer attitudes and preferences for organic products is
/r'Uinnici et al., 2002). Results of studies confirmed that consumersveiy unnoticeable (C ^ . u f i

ttitudes towards orgamc products where one of the most commonhave positiv purchasing organic products was it is perceived as healthier than
mentioned reason .chinnici et al., 2002; Harper and Makatouni, 2002).

.  al alternativesconven ^ always buy sustainable products as consequences of environmental
Consumers community or due to personal beliefs but mainly to give
concern or to bene
priority to health.



2.2 Belief on the Friendliness of Organic Products to the

Environment

In Malaysia, as reported in its 9th Malaysia Plan (2006), the use of chemical

and hazardous substances showed an increase, particularly in the agricultural sector.

The volume of fertilizers used increased from 2,2 million tones in 2001 to 4.0 million

tones in 2004. Through Skim Akreditasi Ladang Malaysia (SLAM) and Skim Organic

Malaysia (SOM), government has introduced better farming practices to reduce the
use of chemicals and hazardous substances. Given the high awmeness on preserving

the environment, consumers welcome any efforts that seek to apply environmental

friendly farming practices. Consumers are getting more concemed with the
consumption of chemical substance used in farming and environmental concem is a
strong attitude towards preserving the environment. Given the high concem, the
behavioural intention of consumers is somehow influenced.

2.3 Perception of Organic Product Worth of Purchase

In the international literature one can find a large body of research regarding
•ir to nav for environmental friendly and/or quality/safety food

consumer's willingness lo f j
.  a 1 onnoi as well as for non-food products (Laroche et al., 1996).

products (Hams et al.,
cf convincing evidence supporting the growth of ecologicallyPerhaps the most conviuv.i"5

Vrciifiviour is the increasing number of individuals who are
fevourable consumer

» fnr environmental fiiendly products (M.harris, 2007). Some
willing to pay nior , ■ i n i

/• A that orcanic food consumers are less likely to consider price asresearchers have found that orgam . . ^ .
A tr. whose consumers who don t and never purchase organicimportant compared to whose . ^

T. ♦t.iic exnected that pnce could be one factor that mfluencesproducts before. It thus e ppeople's intention to consume organ,e product.

!.4 AvaUubiUty of Organic Product luformatiou2.

evidence shows that consumer's difficulty in locatingEmpir' products is partly due to lack of information (Brown 2003).
environmentally^^ i^jentified that lack of organic food availability in store is
Several studies barriers to consumer purchase (Beardworth etal., 2002;
considered as one defined as "individuals who have information about
Davies, 1995). Market
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many kinds of products, place to shop and other facts of market and initiate discussion

with consumers and respond to requests from consumers about market information"

(Feick and Price 1987). Interaction between consumers with positive believe and

attitude and high market experience and high product availability might create a

favourable attitude towards purchase behaviour, which would result in a stronger

intention to purchase leading to a higher purchase of organic food products.

Boum and Prescott (2002) reported that besides health, food safety and

environmental considerations, several other product characteristics such as nutritive

value, taste, freshness, appearance, color and other sensory characteristics influence

consumer preferences.

Haiper and Makatouni (2002) indicated that, although health and food safety

concerns were the main motives for orgamc food purchases, ethical concerns,

specifically in relation to standards of animal welfare play a significant influencing
role in the decision to purchase organic food.

According to Giannakas (2002), organic products are credence' goods,

consumers (imlike producers who are aware that their products are organic) may not
know whether a product is produced using organic or conventional methods, not even
after repeated purchase and consumption, unless they are told so.

According to (Saba, 2002), research related to consumer attitudes to organic
foods indicated that the consumption of organic foods is related to decreasing
confidence in the quality of conventional foods and to an increasing concern for
health.

According to (Ariyawardana, 2002), majority of consumers were not willing to
sacrifice the cost for their health advantages. Therefore, the price of organic products
Zldte competitive with the eonvcntional pmducts

R suits of Robyn Neeson's study (2005) indicated there was no immediate
.  vj 1. ofit to organic producers by applying any of the various organic

rice yield benem , ^ u i. ,
* A Dnffoing experimentation may have shown benefits to cereal orfertilizers tested. Ongoing e

t • u followed in the rotation, but this, were not evaluated. Hepastures, which touow , ̂ .
<>fiillv monitoring crop jield responses to fertilizer applications andrecommended careiuujt ^ ,. .

. j—*«tT the cost: benefit of fertilizer applications to their cropping and
carefully considermg » 19



livestock rotation.

Organically produced food is generally regarded as healthier, safer, better

tasting and more nutritious than conventionally produced food (Perrini et al. 2009;

Krystallis and Chryssohoidis 2005). In spite of these, the relatively higher prices of

organic food, together with lack of availability, lack of awareness of the organic

concept and uncertainty over the tmthfiilness of organic food claims are hindering

more widespread consumption (Krystallis and Chryssohoidis 2005).

Luth, Spiller, and Lulf (2007) foimd that customer satisfaction has a high

impact on the economic success of a shop. But the results of the readiness to switch
survey show that customer satisfaction and commitment are not sufficient to explain
loyalty There are no significant differences in customer satisfaction between organic
food shop customers and organic supermarket customers, but there are strong
differences with regard to discount oriented customers.

In Bangladesh, a research on organic food consumers was conducted by
Hossain, Sugimoto, Ueno and Rafiul (2007) and they observed that most of the
consumers were aware of the 'harmful effects of pesticides or chemical fertilizer on
human body and environment'. Due to the lack of knowledge about organic food, they
have no option to normal food.

Harris (2007) reported that, perhaps tire most convincing evidence supporting
th growth of ecologically favourable consumer behaviour is the increasing number of
individuals who are willing to paymore for enviromnentaUy ftiendly products

Ranabhat (2008) advocated that certification can help differentiate the organic
products from other products, which can be helpful to promote organically grown

•  *1, «mrkf»t Information on the products including the nutritive value,products m the marjs-oi.
onrl pxnirv date as well as brand name whether it is pure organic

origin, manufacture ana f
1. -wannrfflnt aspects of the product development and meantime will also

or not are the import*" r

euoouruge consumers to buy without any hesitation.

Efthimia (2008) stated in this paper is to identify consumers' attitudes and
towards organic products in Greece .This paper draws on a non-probability

f  resnond^ts to explore the attitudes and behaviour of Greek
quota sample ot oou icsp
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consumers towards organic food products. Greek consmners seem to be informed

about environmental and health issues. They seek information about the nutritional

value of food and demand more products free from chemical residues. The results

show that most consumers associate organic consumption mainly with fruit and

vegetables. Although demographics seem to affect attitudes towards organics, then-

value in explaining actual behaviour is minimal. It is recognized that the data gathered

in this study focus on the metropohtan area of Thessaloniki, Greece. The specific area

though, is considered to be representative of the total Greek population. The results

confirm that health, concern for the environment, animal welfare and support of the

local economy are drivers of organic consximption. However, there is an indication

that the importance of motives and barriers may vary for different product categories

and perhaps future research should focus on product segmentation. Although certain
similarities in consmners' attitudes towards organic food products have been

identified, this paper records the variation in behaviour towards organics among the

various consumer groups examined in Greece, and highlights the gap between

attitudes and actual behaviom. Given the complexity of consumer decision making,

future research should explore the other value trade-offs that consumers make.

Asaduzzaman, and Itohara (2008) shows that consumers were highly

conscious regarding their personal health, had medium awareness regarding the
environmental hazards caused by agro-chemicals, are aware, and a few had low
awareness But the supply of organic food items in the local market was insufficient;
and most mentioned that organic rice, finits, fish, shrimp, egg and chicken satisfied
less than half of their family demand.

As organic food is generally regarded as more nutritious and safer than
conventionally-produced food, health-conscious individuals are more likely to

develop positive attitudes towards the health enhancing attributes of organic food
(Michaelidou and Hasson 2008).

As organic food is generally regarded as more nutritious and safer than
nventionally- produced food, health- conscious individuals are more likely to

develop positive attitudes towards the health enhancing attributes of organic food.
(Hassan, 2008).
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Consumer willingness to pay and the intention to purchase organic food may

reflect by many motivators such as healthiness, enviromnentalism, perception,

awareness and etc., (Xia and Zeng, 2008).

Likewise, Roitner-Schobesberger et al. (2008) found that health consciousness

was a main motive to purchase organic food in Thailand, particularly when consumers

are concerned with residues from synthetic chemicals used in agriculture

Shivakumar (2009) opines that Organic foods are a matter of choice of the

individuals or enteiprises. Organic farming is essentially a making tool, and cannot

replace conventional farming for food security, quality and quantity of crop outputs.

With a growing population and precarious food situation, India cannot aflbrd to take

risk with organic farmmg alone.

Qingbin and Parsons (2010) observed that although organic food has rapidly

emerged as an important food industry in the United States and many other countries,

fanners and fruit growers need more information on consumer preferences and

willingness to pay for locally grown organic food products to make better production

and marketing decisions. This article presents the findings from a conjoint study on

consumer valuation of major attributes of fresh apples (production method, price,

certification, and product origin) and the tradeoffs between price and other attributes.

Analysis results based on data from 382 respondents, or 3056 observations, in the
state of Vermont suggest that there is likely a significant niche market for locally

grown organic apples, and many consumers, especially people who had purchased
organic food, are willing to pay significantly more for organic apples produced locally
and certified by the Northeast Organic Farming Association. This study also suggests
that there are significant differences in preferences between respondents who had
purchased organic food and respondents who had not purchased organic food,
although both groups showed a strong preference and willingness to pay for locally
grown apples as compared with apples from other regions.

As (Nasution, 2010), factors driving consumers" behaviour towards buying
organic food and profiling organic conscious consumer based on demographic factor.

Result of studies confirmed that consumers have positive attitudes towards

organic where one of the most common mentioned reason for piuohasing organic
22



products was it is perceived as healthier than conventional alternatives, (Juhdi,

February 2010). Additionally, (Saba, 2002), consumer attitudes to organic foods

indicated that the consumption of organic foods is related to an increasing concern for

health.

Price premium is the excess price a customer pays over the fair price and

"true" value of a product. There are a sufficient number of customers who are willing

to pay a nominaUy higher price for value products, (Bin Mai, 2010)

According to Voon (2011), an individuals' attitude towards consuming an

organic product is the most important point for predicting and explaining consumers"
choices toward the organic foods.

Farah Ayuni Shafie (2012) stated that Food safety, human health and
environmental concern along with sensory attributes such as nutritive value, taste,
freshness and appearance influence organic food consumer preferences. Demographic
variables may define organic consumers but the correlation is not very significant.
Consumers also associate organic food with natural process, care for the environment
and animal welfare and the non-use of pesticides and fertilizers. Premium price

.  organic food consumption. Understanding the grounds ofcontinues to suppress o g .. , .
,  r food consumption such as motivation are most cntical m

increasing level of org . , .
^loi of the organic food to become a genumely mamstream

understanding th© poten

market.

N  'da (2014) this study aimed to explore the factors influencing consumers'
^  .u „„_hase of organic rice. The result showed health, food safetyintentions towards the p . ^ ^ • n • t

oc the most important factor mfluencmg consumers
and environmental benefits as m

^ce followed by the other three factors namely
towBrds

•  terventions, market and packaging. This finding would helporganizational in industry to imderstand the imderlying pattem of
stakeholders m Mention and decision towards purchasing organic rice in
consumer behaviour ui

Malaysia.

behaviourP„n.shofha»aB and S«bb«n>j (2014) who atadied on conanmer
lude the less observable decision processes that a^ww**lly should in often and under what conditions consumes
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their purchases of desired goods and services. Most of the marketers have accepted

the fact that the understanding of consumer behaviour is essential to their long run

success. Therefore their major activities and strategies such as market opportunity

analysis, target market selection and marketing mix decision, are consumer oriented.

The reviews of all these literatures have contributed significantly towards the

present study. The loop holes present in all these studies have opened a new scope for
the study. The major variables required for analysing the consumers' attitude towards
organic rice were finalised fi-om the above literatures. This paper presents the results
conducted with consumers who come and purchases at specific supermarket which is

certain to sell Jaivam Amritham. Again, to be highlighted the objective of this paper is

to gain knowledge about consumers' attitude towards organic rice and also the market
opportunities of Jaivam Amritham. To that end, the consumers' purchase behaviour,
reasons for buying Jaivam Amritham, its taste, price, packaging and preferred place of
purchase were also analysed with a sample size of 120 consumers.
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Chapter-3

ORGANIC RICE PRODUCTION AN OVERVIEW

3.1 Organic Rice Farming-an Overview

Increased/indiscriminate use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides during green

revolution periodically resulted in several harmful effects on soil, water and air

causing their pollution. This has reduced the productivity of the soil by deteriorating
soil health in tenns of soil fertility and biological activity. The excess/indiscriminate

use of pesticides has led to the entry of harmful compounds into food chain, death of
natural enemies and development of resurgence/resistance to pesticides. Out breaks

of insect pests have occurred after insecticides were over used and outbreak of brown
plant hopper (BPH), Nilaparvata lugens in rice is an example of this over use (Wang
et al 1994). Hence, enhancement and maintenance of system productivity and
resource quality is essential for sustainable agriculture. It is believed that organic
fanning can solve many of these problems as this system is believed to maintain soil
productivity and pest control by enhancing natural processes and cycles in harmony
with environment Ot^anie ftrming is defined as a prodnetion system whieh laigely
excludes or avoids the use of fertiliseis, pesticides, growth regulators, etc, and relies
mainly on organic sources to maintain soU health, supply plant nutrients and
minimise insects, weeds and other pests.

3.2 World Scenario of Organic farming

Oiganic agiicultural land and 6nns as weU as the global market continued to
grow in many countries during 2009.According to the latest FiBLdFOAM survey
on certified organic agriculture worldwide (data as of end of 2009), statistical
information on organic agriculture is now available flom 160 countries, an increase

onna There are 37.2 million hectares of organic agricultural
of six countries smce 2008. -a a i e r
land (including in-conversion areas).The regions with the largest areas of orgamc^  ̂ n 2.2 million hectares), Europe (9.3 million hectares),
agricultural land ar v .ri. ...i. .u * •

erica (8 6 million hectares). The countnes with the most orgamc

of the world's agricultural land is orgamc. However, some countnes reach



far higher shares: Falkland Islands (35.7 percent), Liechtenstein (26.9 percent), and

Austria (18 percent). Seven countries have more than ten percent organic land.

Compared with 2008, organic land increased by two million hectares or six percent.

Growth was strongest in Eiuope, where the area increased by almost one million

hectares. The countries with the largest increases were Argentina, Turkey, and

Spain. Apart from agricultural land, there are further organic areas, most of these
being areas for wild collection. These areas constitute 41.9 million hectares and
have increased by 10 miUion hectares since 2008. There were 1.8 milUon producers

in 2009, an increase of 31 percent since 2008, mainly due to a large increase in
India. Forty percent of the world's organic producers are in A'sia, followed by Africa
(28 percent), and Latin

America (16 percent). The countries with the most producers are India
(677'257), Uganda (187'893), and Mexico (128'862). Almost two-thirds of the
oiBanic a^cultural land of 37.2 miUion hectares in 2009 was grassland/grazing areas
(23 miUion hectares). With a total of at least 5.5 miUion hectares, arable land
constimtes 15 percent of the organic agricultural land. An increase of 13.2 percent
compared with 2008 was reported. Most of this category of land is used for cereals
including rice (2.5 mUUon hectares), foUowed by green fodder flom arable land (1.8
uriUion hectares), and vegetables (0.22 miUion hectares). Permanent crops account for
approximately six pereent of the organic agricultural land, amounting to 2.4 miUion
hectares Compared with the previous survey, almost half a miUion hectares more
were r orted. The most important crops are coffee (with 0.54 miUion hectareswere rep • organic permanent cropland), followed by olives
reported, constitutmg on - \ + /o o -ir i, f ^ /i

,  . V 26 milUon hectares), nuts (0.2 million hectares), and(0.49 miUion hectares), cocoa
grapes (0.19 miUion hectares).

3.3 Global market

ding to Organic Monitor, the global market for organic food and drink
is reco^rg fil

, - ^ first time in 2009 because of the economic slowdowngrowth was observed for the first urn • r drink

.  . „,i„vestment and consumer spendmg power. Orgamc food and dnnk
five pereent to 54.9 bUUon US dollars in 2009. Global

rlUlve increased over three-fold riom 18 biUion US doUats in 2000 and
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double-digit growth rates were observed ̂ ch year, except in 2009. Healthy growth

rates are envisaged to restart as consumer spending power rises and as more

countries come out of economic recession .The countries with the largest markets are

US, Germany, and France; the highest per capita consumption is Denmark,

Switzerland, and Austria. The top five coxmtries in Asia regarding organic

agricultural land during 2009 were tabulated as follows.

Country Agricultural land (in ha)

China 18,53,000

India 11,80,000

Kazakhstan 1,34,862

Philippines 52,546

Source: FiBL/IFOAM Survey 2011, based on data from governments, data of the

private sector and certified.

3.4 Organic farming in India

Organic fanning is not a new concept to India and traditionally Indian farmers

had practiced it and some areas can be classified as organic by default. Currently,
India ranks seventh in tenns of total land (1180000 ha, including wild herb collection

area of MP and UP) under organic cultivation and first in number of organic
producers (677, 257) in the world. Since 2001, the Indian Government has pressed
ahead with its organic agenda through regulations and by managing and building

capacity within the sector. The Government of India implemented its National
Programme for Organic Production (NPOP) in 2001. The National Programme
includes an accreditation programme for certification bodies, as well as norms for

organic production and group certification. It is also concerned with the promotion of
organic farming. The Competent Authority is the Agricultural and Processed Food
Products Export Development Authority (APEDA), which is under the Ministry of
Commerce & Industry. There are currently 20 accredited certification bodies - of

which most are Indian and some local offices of international bodies - certifying
2 099 operators. The operators include both individual operators and nearly a
thousand grower groups, which themselves organise more than 600,000 farmers.
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3.4.1 Extent of organic rice in India

India has tremendous potential to become a major exporter of organic rice in

the International market. APEDA made efforts to produce and export basmati rice,

aromatic rice and other rice varieties by establishing model farms in states like

Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. During 2008-09, aroimd 5630 MT of organic

basmati rice was exported from India through APEDA.

3.5 Kerala State Organic Farming Policy

Kerala Government have seized of the importance of organic farming and,

realized the health hazards and un-sustainability of chemical farming as it clearly

states in its Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan that the state has to have an organic

farming policy in 2008 to protect its rich biodiversity and dius sustain various

livelihoods dependent on this precious resource.

S.S.lObjectives of the Organic Farming Policy

1. Make farming sustainable, remimerative and respectable.

2. Enhance natural soil fertility and productivity.

3. Ensure soil and water conservation.

4. Ensure agricultural bio-security and food and nutritional security.

5. Create and ensure domestic market for organic products controlled by the

farmers.

6. Prevent the use of agrochemicals and other hazardous material and, ensure
chemical - free water, soil and food.

7. Ensure seed and food sovereignty.

8. Promote biodiversity based ecological farming.

9. Ensure quality control in organic inputs and agricultural produce

10. Enable human health promotion by providing safe agricultural products and
commodities
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3.5.2 Strategies of organic farming policy

1. Ensure seed sovereignty of the farmers and the State

2. Phase out implementation of organic farming policy

3. Compact Area Group approach in organic farming

4. Improve soil quality and ensure water conservation measures

5. Promote a mixed farming approach for livelihood security and ecological
»> I

sustainability

6 Conserve and improve agro-biodiversity and imdomesticated biodiversity

7 A state-wide intensive campaign on organic farming in the form of a popular
movement: "Jaiva Keralam

8 Ensure availability of quality organic manure to the farmers

9. Ensure ftnn inputs for organic feiming

10 Capacity Building for fanners, implementing officers, agencies, and local self-
government members

11 Develop Model Sustainable Organic Farms in the State.

12 Ensure and improve the health and wellbeing of the tribal through special
tribal agriculture programmes.

13 Establish Producer Companies promoted by organic farmers

14. EstabUsh storage and transportation feoilities

15 Promote fann level processing, value addition and encourage the use ofo^anioftimpnnluoe in food industry

16 Develop diverse channels for marketing of organic produce

17 Develop ® simple certification process in the State for all organic farmers

18 Provide financial incentives for promoting organic farming



19. Encourage the use of renewable energy sources

20. Introduce organic farming in education institutions

21. Reorient Research, Education and Extension

22. Phase out Chemical Pesticides and Fertilizers from the fanning sector

23. Integrate of various departments, local self-governments and organizations

24. Organisational set-up for promotion of organic farming

3.6 National Programme for Organic Production (NPOP)

The national programme involves the accreditation programme for

certification bodies, norms for organic production, promotion of organic fanning. The

NPOP standards for production and accreditation system have been recognized by

European Commission and Switzerland as equivalent to their country standards.
Similarly, USDA has recognized NPOP conformity assessment procedures of

accreditation as equivalent to that of US. The National Programme for Organic

Production proposes to provide an institutional mechanism for the implementation of

National Standards for Organic Production, through a National Accreditation Policy

and Programme. The aims of the National Programme for organic production, inter
alia, include the following:

(a) To provide the means of evaluation of certification programmes for organic
agriculture and products as per the approved criteria.

(b) To accredit certification programmes

(c) To facilitate certification of organic products in conformity to the National
Standards for Organic Products.

(d) To encourage the development of organic farming and organic processing

3.7 Organic Certification

Government of India has identified six Accreditation Agencies for certification

of organic products. They are: Agricultural & Processed Food Products Export
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Development Authority (APEDA), Coffee Board, Spices Board, Tea Board, Coconut
Development Board, Directorate of cashew and Cocoa Development functioning
under the Ministry of Commerce and Industries. Twenty two inspection and
certification bodies are accredited to certify organic products based on the National
Programme for Organic Production (NPOP) guidelines. Certification of organic
products has emerged as an important issue in their marketing. Certification not only
assures consumers that a product that is not observably different firom non-organic
food was grown, processed and packaged according to rules that limit or ban synthetic
inputs and that protect the environment, and assures producers that unscrupulous use
of the term 'organic' does not defraud them of price premiums and market shares, it
also makes the market more efficient by reducing information asymmetry along the
marketing chain. The harmonization of standards can reduce the cost of obtaining
information by protecting consumers and growers from finudulent products and
claims, and processors can have low cost verification of the authenticity of organic
produce inputs But, there are difficulties in harmonization as there are different
stakeholders in the organic food sector with different objectives.

Some NPOP accredited inspection and certification bodies

3.7.1 INDOCERT

INDOCERT (Indian Organic Certification Agency) is a nationally and
t, ratitiff certification body established in 2001 as a non profit

internationally operauug,
,  Ao TsirfOS oromoting organic farming. It is accredited by Nationalorganisation by tne i
n A.r nsiABl Government of India, as per National Programme forAccreditation Body (NAu;, vj

,  nsJPOPl Indocert provides certification in organic agriculture,Organic Production fiNrv^r;.
^ i-cK/rc tiTZ certified coffee/ tea, inspection for Fair trade Certification,Global GAP, FSMb,

input approval programme etc. INDOCERT is accredited for
cosmetics certificauou,

r A «?flfetv Management System Certification, conducting awarenessproviding Food baieiy e , ,
mme on Food Hygiene. Besides, INDOCERT holds mtemational

training programme
.  „^.nrding to EN 45011/ ISO 65, issued by DAkkS, Germany, for

accreditation accorouig >

ner rules equivalent to Reg. (EC) No. 834/2007 & 889/2008 (plantcertification as p • , -o
animal husbandry, aquaculture, food processmg, sub contractmg) asproduction, amm*"

and export of these products according to the regulations of the importmgamended, an Auction based on the GLOBALGAP certification
countnes; agncuii»t
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programme, integrated farm assurance, fruit and vegetables. INDOCERT functions as

a platform for training, awareness creation and information dissemination.

3.7.2 Lacon Quality Certification (India) Pvt Ltd

Lacon Quality Certification (India) Pvt. Ltd., a subsidiary of LACON GmbH,

Germany, LACON Quality Certifications (India) Ltd. is incorporated as a Private

Limited company in the state of Kerala as per the Companies Act 1956. It offers a

wide range of certification services for agriculture and food production sectors. Our

main areas of services are inspection and certification of: organic production;
»> >

processing and t^andling of agricultural produces; export and import of such products
as per the relevant national rules and Certification for Intemational Featured
Standards (IFS).

3.7.3 IMO Control Private Limited (JMO India)

IMO Control Private Limited (IMO Lidia) is the first and most renowned

certification body in India in the field of organic agriculture and ecological products.
IMO India started its activities in 1995 with the aim of providing timely, cost
effective and professional services in its area of specialization and operation. IMO
India inspects and certifies organic operations that cover producers, processors and
exporters.

IMO India is accredited according to NPOP-India and is the first Indian
organic certification agency to obtain international accreditation under ISO 65 for its
activities IMO has a committed team of weU quaUfied professionals with many years

1  in the concemed fields of certification,
of active and international expenence m me

A  ifKsnection, verification, testing and certification services.
SGS is engaged m mspecuwu,

•  r^noinallv founded in 1878 in Rouen. The company has ov(le company is ongmaiiy luu"
a nfttwork of over 1250 offices and labi

•  • oiu, fnimded in 1878 m Kouen. ine company has over 67000
e company is ongmaiiy loun

11 Qr*; ooeiates a network of over 1250 offices and laboratories
iployees globally, up . . .. .

rid SGS started its operations in India m 1950 and currently has a
f more than 4000 people operating at over 60 locations including 32 labs.Icforce ^ g^jquartered in Mumbai. The company offers services to all industry

to automobiles and textiles to pharmaceuticals. Textile, minerals,
jrs fi"om energy t



industrial and agriculture are the large business portfolios for SGS India compared to

other portfolios.

The range of agricultural services offered by SGS in India is one of the most

diversified amongst other countries offices within SGS. The range of services caters

to manage risk, do better business with both stand-alone and integrated independent

solutions for every aspect of agricultural and food supply chains.

3.8 Organic Standards

t »>

Organic standards define precisely the minimxun requirements that a farm or

product should meet in order to be certified organic.' There are organic standards on

national and international levels. For certification of products for export, the standards

of the target market or importing country are to be compiled with. Some private labels

such as Naturland, Demeter and BIO SUISSE have certain stipulations in addition to

the national standards.

3.8.1 Indian National Standards for Organic Products (NSOP)

In 2000, the Government of India released the National Standards for Organic

Products (NSOP) under the National Programme for Organic Production (NPOP). It

stipulates that inspection and certification by a nationally accredited certification body

is mandatory for labeUing and selling products as "organic".

3.8.2 European Regulation EEC 834/2007

Most relevant for exports to Europe is the European Regulation EEC

834/2007.

3.8.3 IFOAM Basic Standards

Being the mother of organic standards, IFOAM Basic Standards are not

standards for certification but standards for standard setting on the national and

international levels. They are regularly reviewed and updated in a democratic process

by the IFOAM members firom all over the world.
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3.8.4 US-NOP standards

USDA s National Organic Program reflates the organic standards for farm

production, wild crop harvesting and handling operation. In order to label or to sell an

agricultural product as organic in the U.S., compliance with NOP standards is an

indispensable requisite.

3.9 Benefits of Organic Rice

Consiuners purchasing organically grown foods because of to taste the

difference and see the quaUty of virtually any organic product they buy. Regardless of

price differences, consumers can smell, taste and see the difference in the
quaUty of organicaUy grown food products. Consumers buy organically grown food
products not just because of competitive prices, but due to the increased availabiUty of
organic food products as seen in both grocery and organic food specialty stores.
Organically grown products are free from harmful chemicals, artificial flavours and
preservatives that ultimately cost consumers money when they purchase non-
organically grown products. Eating organic rice may in fact, reduce the risk of heart
ttacks strokes and cancer for individuals who abstain from consuming products
produced by conventional fanning methods. Biochemist are continually researching

inh t benefits of organically grown rice and discovering the consequences
j  i«!>dftd with toxins and chemicals which, until recently, have onlyconsuming products loaaeo wiux

beguntobemtroducedtohumam.

3.10 Nutritional Value of Organic Rice
1 value of food is largely a fimction of its vitamin and mineral

The nutritional v<uu
A oreanically grown food is dramatically superior in mineral

content. In this regara, oig . _

content

reaps the oeonle, and such better nourished plants provide better
Healthy plants mean h r . , „if ^ A rriRinr nenfttit tn r.nnoiim*kfo rk-T

K.f mndem conventional methods. Because, oiganic tatminccontent to that grown by moo , .

fit soil life offers in greatly faciiitated plant access to soil nutnents.

^ • t people and animal's alike. A major benefit to consumers of organicnourishmen contamination with health harming chemicals such as
rice is that herbicides. As you would expect of populations fed on
pesticides, ^ ^ profound upward trend in the incidence of
chemically grown to toxic chemicals in industrialized societies,
diseases associated wi 37
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Chapter 4

CONSUMERS' WILLINGNESS TO BUY ORGANIC PRODUCTS-

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In general, the willingness to pay a price premiiun decreases as the price

premium increases, consistent with the law of demand. In consumer behaviour theory,

consmners make their own decisions to balance the marginal health utility and

marginal price of one imit of quality-food products. In this research, a sirnple

framework was used (Fig.5.1) to analyze consumer behaviour'towards food products,

which includes the willingness to pay a price premium. Consumers decide whether to

buy a product or not based on three main aspects: Knowledge, Attitude and Intention.
Knowledge about products and their benefits influences their willingness to pay for

the products. Knowledge of people is affected by type and quaUty of information
made available to consumers. Advertisement, quality packaging, labelling and
certification play pivotal role in knowledge enrichment. Once a consiuner is ready to

buy the next step is to see how much he or she is willing to pay for the product.
Purchase behaviour reflects the real WTP and the consumer gains positive or negative
experiences which will reverseiy affect consumers' WTP in future. Knowledge and

U  rs^orsptrtivelv direct and indirect effects on attitudes toward consumerawareness nave respcGuvt^ijr

to choose the products, and the willingness to pay a price premium, so they are
important factors determining the demand. Thus, awareness and knowledge about
organically produced foods are critical in the consumer willingness to pay more for
the product.



Figure 4.1 Framework reflecting consumer behavior towards food products

(adopted from Millock (2002) and Bonti-Ankomah and Yiridoe (2006)
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Figure 4 2 Framework of factors affecting organic consumers' attitudes and
wiUingness to purchase adopted and modified from Bonti-Ankomah and Yiridoe
(2006)
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Similarly, the framework presented in Figure 5 reflects the factors affecting

consumers' attitude and willingness to purchase. Consumers' willingness to purchase

is affected by exogenous factors like processing, packaging, certification and labelling

and consumers' knowledge and awareness about the products. If an individual cannot

clearly differentiate between two altemative products, a price premium on the organic
product can confuse and/pr affect the individual's purchasing decision. Consumers'
education, occupation, household size along with product attributes affects their
attitude and preference to buy the products. These factors further depend on
consumers' household income and product price to make a decision for purchase.
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Chapter 5

ADAT FARMERS' SERVICE CO-OPERATIVE BANK LTD. NO.

R. 689-A PROFILE

Name

Established

Head Office

Area of operation

District

Taluk

Village

Post office

Number of members

Liability

Audit classification

Type of Audit

General classification

Number of branches

: Adat Farmers Service Co-Operative Bank Ltd. No. R. 689

; 20-01-1980

: Piuanattukara
»>»

: Whole area of Adat Panchayath, East part of the Erathrikove

Roads and East part of Thrissur kunnamakulam road

: Thrissur

: Thrissur

: Puranattukara

: Puranattukara

: 29776

: Limited B

:B

: Concurrent

Class I special Grade

1. Puranattukara

2. Choorakattukara

3. Adat

4. Muthuvara



5. Amala Nagar

6. Chittilappilly

Peramangalam (Extension Counter)

5.1 History

Adat Farmers Service Co-operative Society is a unique rural co-operative

bank. It has undergone many transformations. AFSCR. was registered as
"Grammodharana Society" on 27*^ January 1954. The society started functioning from
12*^ August 1954. It was converted into Multipurpose CO-operative society on 25'*'
April 1962 with the objective of estabUshing close and continuous connection with
members. The Multipurpose Co-operative Society was later converted into
Puranattukara Service Co-operative Society. The main objective of the society, in
addition to providing credit and discharging other service function, is to arrange for
pooling and marketing the agricultural produce of the farmers and devising.-storage

.  r On 1®* December 1974, the Puranattukara Service Co-operativefacilities for them, un i xt

Society name was changed into Poianattukam Service Co-opemtive Bank Ltd. No.
3324 Then the Puranattukara Service Ckr-operative Bank Ltd. No. 3324 was
converted into the Puranattukara Farmers Service Co-operative Bank Ltd. No. 3324on

th 1977 This was the first Farmers Service Societies organized m Kerala.
He II3np pteyed an active role in enlarging its loanable reasons in Kerala, the
first Primary Co-operative Bank mohilising deposits more than one crore in 974 was

•  A o,k/ard from District Co-operative Bank. Later the presentAFSCB and received awara iro . ^ . . .. .
•  A Uxr the amalgamation of these services societies viz,

APqcB was organizea oy
Co-operative Bank Ltd. No. 3324, ChoorakattukaraPuranattukara Farm Irrigation Co-opearative

Servtce Service Co-operative Bank Ltd. No. R. 689 was
Society Lt . o. ■ functioning from 3"* February 1980.
registered on 20 January

the bank started a new form of Farming called organic farming andOn2006 onwar s ^ q„^r of the 2008 the bank has

they imp U^ch banking connecting aU the
entered mo - 9Q14 the bank started a new scheme of group farming
branches and head office.
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and it is successfully going. The bank is always committed and shown an extra

ordinary enthusiasm in implementing statutory and seasonal project proposed by the

state government to make it as a grand success. Bank is committed to reach out its

customer anywhere anytime to meet their dealings with the bank with pleasure.

5.2 Area of operation

The area of operation of the bank covers whole of Adat panchayath, east part

of Perathrikove roads and east part of Thrissur Ktmnamkulam road. But the members

of Ayyanthole panchayath in Adat Lift Brigation Co-operative Society are able to

continue as members for ferming activities.

Adat is a small and agriculturally potential panchayath.the head office of the

bank is situated at Puranattukara and the bank has six branches and one extension

coimter. The major crops growth in the area is rice, coconut and arecanut. The

infinstructural ad market faciUties are also very satisfactory.

5.3 Objectives of AFSCB

1  The prime and supreme objective of the bank is as per its bye-law, is to
provide loan facilities to increase the farmer's product and retums, and provide
other facilities and services like consumer products etc.., to those peoples
including sTnaH scale farmers, marginal farmers, village workers and other
small and medium scale traders.

2 The bank should provide short, medium and long term loans, to its members
mainly for agricultural activities. It should also provide loans to non-
agricultural needs like medical treatment, education, to meet the existing debt
of members etc..

3 The bank should imdertake the sale, purchase and supply of following items
including fertilizers, seeds, machines, tools, cattle fields and other raw
materials which are necessary for the small and medium scale industries.

4 The bank distributes tractors, power tillers bulldozers, pump sets, etc.., for
agricultural activities.
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5. The bank collects all the agricultural products as per industrial needs or for

social welfare schemes and provides its better utilization.

6. The bank facilities lift irrigation projects guidelines for farming activities.

to
7 The bank promote co-operation among members and develop methods

increase the saving habit of members.

8  It is also considered as the important objective of bank to open hi-tech
supermarkets in KSIDC, KINFRA, DIG, Sitharam Textiles Mills, etc.., those
situated in Puzhakal padam.

9. To develop Tourism programmes in Kole padavu

10 It also provides overdraft faciUties to business groups those who residing in
Thrissur Taluks.

5.4 Management and administration of AFSCB

G  ral body is the supreme authority of the bank. They meet annually to
t the general policy of the bank. The general body elect the board of directors

TVi/a afneral body is entrusted with the power like approval of
among themselves. 7 he genci

s  and removal of board of directors, consideration of annual
annual budget, election ana

,  1 ..mine if anv according to the Act and BYE-law etc... The board
reports, disposals al surplus u au;r
^  ' 1 t«»d from the general body. The day to day management of the

of directors are elecie
•4ii the board of directors consisting of 14 members. The term of

bank is vested witn mo

boarf of direotors is 5
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5.4.1 Structure ofBoard of Directors ofBank

Representative elected from members 8

Women representatives 3

SC/ST representative 1

Rqjresentative member from depositors

Managing Directors/Secretary/Ex-ofScio officer

Total 14

The AFSCB conducted its annual general body meeting in 201 Oto 2011. The

latest general body meeting conducted in January 2014 by board of directors. The

Adat Farmers Service Co-operative society elected the rq)resentatives general body

2^ March 2014 and on 28''' March 2014 they start its function.on
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Fig 5.1 Organizational Structure
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5.5 Adat Panchayath - A Model for All

Aroimd 500 members in 2004-2005 joined together to cultivate organic paddy

in 330 acres of kole-wetland in Adat Panchayath. The total output came to 1000

tonnes. It is probably for the first time that such a cooperative effort has taken place in
the State. The cultivation is done imder the supervision of the certifying agency

IndocCTt. They were mobilized and fully supported with technical back up of three
organizations-Adat Farmers Cooperative Society, Kerala Agricultural University and
Indocert. ESAF is now marketing the rice under the brand name 'Jaivam Amritham'.

A detailed calendar of operations of the integrated organic farming package

was prepared by drawing the best scientific knowledge of scientists and technologists
and rich practical experience of seasoned farmers. Prior to sowing, de-watering and
ceding was done in time, and soil and water samples were analyzed to determine the

right dose of nutrients required to raise a healthy crop. The programme was a grand
ess and it belied the expectations of many rice farmers in the region. The

lly grown rice and poison-fi'ee straw are sold at premivun price. The farmers
ha It ady taken up test sowing of a short-duration pulse crop following the harvest

rice crop A sound package of eco-fiiendly technologies to grow rice is being
full adopted at Adat panchayath. The technologies work well with indigenous

rice variety such as Jyothy.

5.5.1 Objectives

f the key objectives of this programme is to revive and sustain the
u- rich rice belt, and bring back its clean environment to its

soil fertiUty in this no ^ c „ , t, • , ^
rru farmers were assured of all techmcal support, credit and

original §l^ty* The
^..nnlied in time. The price for the produce was fixed well

Quality inputs were suppm="
^ farmers were assured of a ready market There have been

ahead of sowing, and tarm
with the farmers all througjh the programme, and fullcontinuous consultations wi

farmers led to its successful implementation.cooperation of the larux

5.5.2 0tg<mis«a«nal Setup

chayath is the organizing body for conducting organic riceAda P 515 farmers imder Chathankole karshaka Samajam joined
cultivation. A group



together for organic paddy farming.

5.5.5 Supporting Organisations

5.5.3.1 Adat Farmers Co-operative Society

Adat Farmers Co-operative Society is giving financial support to the

farmers. Finance needed for meeting the expenses of cultivation was given by the
society as overdrafts.

Interest collected is only 4 percent and it is a great help to fanners who find it

difficult to arrange the money for fanning. Also the society has a depot for storing
fertilizers and organic manure and is giving to fanners in subsidized rates. One of the
retail outlet is situated (Muthuvara) inside the society campus.

S.5.3.a Kerala Agricultural UnirersUy

All the technical support was given by the University. The advices regarding
rrivpn bv University which is situated in the same district,fanning were also given oy j'

j  freauently visit the farm and interact with fanners and willResearchers and scholars rreq .
idance regarding organic fanning. University was also helpmg

give necessary sm
•  1 new mefliods and package of practices throughout the season.

Samajam to impietu

5.5.4.iii IndoceH - Certifying Body
OCERT is nationally accredited by Government of India to do inspection

the National Standards for Organic Production regulated by
and certification as per mc

(j * ternationally accredited by DAP, Germany. In the field of organicAPEDA gigo functions as a platform for training, awareness creation,
farmmg, ^ ggeniination and networking. ENDOCERT is offering organic
information ^ ̂  ̂j^.fgnn and off-farm processing must be subjected to inspection
certification , order to be labelled and marketed as "organic".
by the certification body,

5.6 Market potential

,  • ^ nroduction in the State, which has an annual rice demand for 40
The total nee pi

timated at around four lakh tonnes and hence it depends on importslakh tonnes, gtates. The non-remunerative price for paddy has forced the
office fi-om neigfi ®



farmers to give up its cultivation and the government in a bid to bring them back is

currently procuring it at Rs 800 a quintal. As part of market intervention exercises to

ensure the paddy growers of a moderate price, has embarked upon cultivating organic

paddy, given the future potential demand at a higher price.

5.7 Marketing Channel

Here in Adat panchayath the marketing is mainly taken place through the

below channel. Kole padavu conveners are responsible for the production of the

organic rice. The organic rice is harvested from the padavu are brought to die Adat
I)»

Farmers' Service Society and from there to the miller (Palakkad and Kalady) to do the

processing such as milling, dehusking, packing etc. From there ESAF officials collect
the packages and brought to the retail shops situated at Thrissur, mainly in three
different locations such as Thrissur town, Poonkunnam and Mannoothy and one at
Emakulam also. Consumers collect it from these centres in different periods. There

are daily consumers, weekly consumers and institutional customers.
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Figure 5.2 Marketing channel existing in the marketing of Jaivam Amritham-
Organic rice.
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Chapter 6

marketing strategies- an analysis

Rice is the staple food and one of the most important agricultural produce in

Kerala. As Kerala is increasing its organic rice production, the consumer's attitude

and perception towards organic rice like Jaivam Amritham is also varying. As a
result its marketing is also becoming more complex.

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of the objectives of the study, viz the
analysis of consumers' attitude towards the purchase of organic rice and to suggest
marketing strategies of organic rice- Jaivam Amritham. Both primary and secondary
d ta were used for the study. Primary data were collected through survey method

structured pretested questionnaire. The survey was conducted in selected retail
h  ■ areas of Thrissur district. A sample of 120 consumers was surveyed. The
d t ere analyzed using the statistical tools namely percentage analysis, Kendall's
w test and Ordered Ixrgistic Regression Model.

Th hs obtained are presented in this chapter under the following major heads:

6.1 Socio-Econofflicp.of.le ofconsunters of Jaivam Amritham

6.2 Consumer's attitude towards the purchase of organic rice

6.3 consumer's opinion regarding Jaivam Amritham
f influential factors towards consumer preference of Jaivam Amritham

f entice and strategies of Jaivam Amritham6.5 Market sustenance an

rt hv AFSCB regarding the production of Jaivam Amritham
6.7 Constraints face y

^  Profile of Consumers of Jaivam Amritham
6.1 Socio-Economic rroi

ctatus is the measure of economic and social prospects of the
Socio economic swiu

It ndicates the social position of an individual with respect to education,individua ̂  In order to analyse the socio- economic characteristics of the
income indicators viz education, occupation, family size and average
rpsoondents, such m

are considered and they are given m Table 6.
monthly family



The respondents (consumers) were surveyed with a pretested and well

structured questionnaire. The consumers of Jaivam Amritham constituted

heterogeneous groups with regard to the variables. Data collected with regard to the

selected personal variables such as education, occupation, average monthly family

income and family size of the respondents were analyzed using descriptive

statistical tools and presented in table 6.

Table 6.1 Socio-economic profile of Jaivam Amritham consumers (n=I20)
SI. No Category Number of respondents Percentage

1.

2.

Education

Secondaiy

Higher Secondary

UG

PG

22

24

53

21

Occupation

miployed

Daily wages

'ensioner

Business

48

16

22

18.3

20.0

44.17

17.5

40.0

13.3

18.3

Average Monthly Family Income

Below 10,000

nooT5o]ooo

Above 30,001
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Family Size

Two 14 11.7

4. Three 32 26.7

Four 47 39.2

Above four 27 22.5

The results revealed that AA.llVo of Jaivam Amritham consumers had

undergone Under Graduate level of education. Out of 120 consumers surveyed,
majority of them i.e., 40% were employed. The average monthly family income of
the consumers ranged from ? 10,001 to ?30,000. It is also evident from the table that,

39.2% of families have at least four members in their family.

6.J.J Educational qualification ofJaivam Amritham consumers

The consumers were classified in terms of educational status. Upon descriptive

lysis of consumer specific Socio-economic variables, the results revealed that
•  «p.flrlv half of Jaivam Amritham consumers had undergone Under

44.17% 1.6., JiGaiiy

G duate level of education and those consumers who finished Higher Secondary
,  /• j was 20%. Those consumers who finished secondary level and Post

level 01 educauou wo

Graduate level of education were a few i.e., 18.33% and 17.5% respectively.

The consumers who finished Under Graduate level education had the lion's
hare of the sample consumers. So, the study signalled that, nearly half of the Jaivam

..,o,ifnfrs were educated and as the level of education increased, theAmritham consumers wt-x

mer's awareness regarding the availability of such health beneficial products
showed an increasing trend. Diamantopoulos et at., (2003) argue that educational
nd social class influence the consumers to purchase green products due to their

towards this. Further, Wanninayaki M. (2008) reported that, as
better awareness row , , , .

, gjjucational level, income level and perceived importance have recorded

llgnificoat impac. oa WTP for cBaoio rico.
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Fig. 6.1 Level of Education of Jaivam Amritham Consumers

c
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o
k_
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a.

50-
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30-

20-

10- 18.33 17.5

~r-
PGsecondary Higher Secondary UG

Education of the respondent

Source: Compiled from the primary data

6.1.2 Occupation of Jaimtn Amritham consumers

The analysis revealed that, the major proportions of Jaivam Amritham
consumers were employed. They shared 40 percent of the total occupation followed
by those who carried out business (28.33%). The categories of Jaivam Amritham
consumers also included pensioners as well as daily wage workers (18.33% and
13.33% respectively).

^  the consumer is also another influential factor of organic riceOccupation or

chase As the individuals get higher occupation, their living status will also hike
1  • t-r-hasing power will increase and that influence them to have moreup. Thus their purchasing f

flirts in their basket. When compared to other conventional rice theand premium products
■ p like Jaivam Amritham was almost double. Even with the higher

price of organic rice niv
,  X 13 33% of the consumers who were daily wage workers wereprice of the product, 7 5

j. «nrchase such organic rice due to health benefits,
also interested to purcn^

i i'
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Fig. 6.2 Occupation of Jaivam Amritham consumers
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Source: Compiled from the primary data

6.1.3 Average monthly income of Jaivam Amritham comnmerv

It an be depicted from the figure that, expectedly, people from middle class
ui ;,.cnme between ?10,001-^30,000 is majority in purchasing organic148 33%) monthly income oeiwc

Amritham followed by those who have monthly income ot abovenee- interestingly, 10.83% of people even with monthly income
?30,001 (40.83/of iviuibelow ?10.000 were used to buy raivam Amritham.

Amritham is a premium priced product as it is organically produced. It
, 1 nrice of conventional rice. These types of organic rice are

costs almost double tne p
t  1 A\n order to have safe food habits. Since it fetches higher price

nroduced and marketea
•  Id be affordable only to those who have an average monthly

001- ?30,000. The least percentage also should be considered.income betw product, people (10.83 %) even in the income group of less
Though it IS „„rrhasine Jaivam Amritham. This could be because of the

?10 000 were also purcnubi g
becoming more conscious about their family health.

/1
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Fig. 6.3 Average monthly income of Jaivam Amritham consumers

c
a»
o
L.

0)

Q.
40.83

10.83

Below 10,000 10.001:30,000 Above 30,001

Average monthly income of the respondent
Source: Compiled from the primary data

6.1.4 Family me of Jaivam Amritham consumers
,oc rnnducted among the Jaivam Amritham consumers to find out

A survey was

r- -1 r of consumers. Majority of the Jaivam Amritham consumers
the average family size u

u  or^Vtold size of four persons on an average (39.17%). Three personswere having a household size o u

fetched the second position regarding the family size with a percentage
, I lowed by the families with more than four members and two

share of 26.67, toi

members each with a percentage share of 22.50% and 11.67% respectively.
.  -1 cWp of Thrissur is 4.77 (Reshma, 2015). It is not the family size

Mean family size ui
uccr- of Jaivam Amritham; it is its nutritional benefits,

that influences the purchase
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Fig. 6,4 Family size of Jaivam Amritham consumers

■ two
HThree
□ pour
I Above 4

Source; Compiled from the primary data

6.2 Consumer's attitude towards Organic Rice consumption

Consumer attitudes are likes and dislikes. That is, the positive or negative
orientations toward organic or conventionally grown food. Weisberg et al. (1996)
argued that consumer preference for a particular product is based on attitudes toward
available alternatives. A pre-tested structured questionnaire was distributed among the
sample consumers of Jaivam Amritham to analyse their attitude towards organic rice.
F llowing six major factors were identified with the help of the expert officials and
the questionnaires were distributed.

The table will portray the consumer's attitude about the purchase of organic
-TT. ctiitpments were analysed using Ordered Logistic Regression Model

rice. Ihe six siai*.-!"

b  use the dependent variable 'attitude' is measured in ordinal scale. These
t t ments were measured on a five point continuum. Accordingly, the scores were
11 ated for statements, which range from 1 to 5. The scores for the positive

criven as: strongly agree=5; agree=4; no opinion=3; disagree=2; andstatements were giv
,• r-(^P=\ The scores for the negative statements were given as: strongly

strongly disagree i-
_i e=2' no opinion=3; disagree=4; and strongly disagree=5. The consumers

1 ssified into three classes according to the total score that they received for
+  ; e Low (ranges from 6-13), Medium (ranges from 14-21), Higheach statement, i.e., ^

oo The results of the study were observed as follows.(ranges from
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SI. No. Classification Range Frequency Percentage

1 Low 6-13 0 0

2 Medium 14-21 15 12.5

3 High 22-30 105 87.5

The above table reveals the consumers' attitude towards the purchase of

organic rice The consumers were grouped into three classes as shown in the table in
accordance with the scores diat they secured for each attitude measuring statements.

The analysis revealed the consumers' favour towards the purchase of organic

rice It is important to note that, none of the consumers were unfavourable towards
the purchase of organic rice. That may be because of fiie reason that, only consiuners
f Jaivam Amritham were surveyed for the pmpose. The attitude of non-consumers

anic rice was not taken into accoimt. Thus, a result was obtained like tibis.tOAVflTClS

^  u, 87 of the consumers were highly favoiuable towards the same.
Most interestmgiy, 6 /.:? /o o—-'

. A fcM fhat the consumers believe organic rice as highly beneficial to
It is due to tne laci luai,

^1 Compared to the risks of health hazards with pesticide
combat hfestyle diseases. ^

residue leading even to cancer, it is obUged to use complete organic rice. They accept
nraanic rice is very much essential to have safe food habits for the

the reality that, orgtuu

il They concur that, it is really worth to pay for organic rice because of its
, 1- «+c A similar study done by Krissoff (1998) reported that consumers

inevitable benems>.
nrnducts because of a perception that such products are safer,purchase orgamc proaui.i

h althi more environmentally fiiendly than conventionally produced
rj.imnti health, food safety along with several other productalternatives, rlum

h  teristics such as nutritive value, taste, freshness, appearance, and other sensory
.  . „fl„p.hce consumer preferences (Makatouni, 2002, Bonti-Ankomahcharacteristics ^

Although the attributes associated with organic foods may be
and Yiridoe, 2006). /uui 6"

to identify by visual inspection alone, most consumers purchase orgamc
«f fl oerception that these products have unique (and in some casesproducts because 01 a pci f .

compared to conventionally grown alternatives as reported by
superior) attnb • • .j

1 7002 pmhaps the most convmcmg evidence supporting the growth orVindigni et. al,



ecologically favourable consumer behaviour is the increasing number of individuals
who are willing to pay more for environmentally friendly products (Harris, 2007).

Fig. 6.5 Consumer's attitude towards the purchase of Organic Rice

a>

3
e- 60-
o>

i  - ri n c ̂ ■ *

°  M^ium H'gh
Attitude towards organic rice

Source: Compiled from the primary data

6 3 Consumers' Opinion Regarding Jaivam Amritham
for the study were collected from the sample Jaivam

The data requireu
... rrMth the help of pre-tested questionnaire. The variables requiredAmritham consumers ^ c , r, ■ tu

were furnished from pnor discussions and from literature review. The
® ^ . statements and gave five point scale (5- Strongly agree, 4-

variables were tormea un
.  • o nicam-ee 1- Strongly disagree). According to the responses

Agree 3- No opmion, 2- i^isagi , & ̂
' th data were analysed using Kendall's W test to delineate the opinions

^^r^nird^ The observations were analysed and tabulated as follows.
, Opinion Regarding Jaivam Amritham (n=120)

Table 6.3 Consum Mean Rank Score Ra
SI. No.

'  pesticide residues

Tii^SrSmitiSinSJgS^d J
2  nutritional benefits



3 Jaivam Amritham prevents diseases 4.08 in

4 Taste of Jaivam Amritham is good 2.98 IV

5

Price of Jaivam Amntham is

satisfactory

2.69 V

6

Jaivam Amritham requires less

cooking time
2.13

1) 1

VI

Note: KendaU's W - 0.383; a- Kendall's value of concordance

The summarised results of consumer's opinion regarding Jaivam Amritham
presented in table 3. Kendall's W test was used to analyse and rank the opinions

f Jaivam Amritham consmners. The analysis revealed that, maximum number of
ntnexs accept the fact that Jaivam Amritham has no toxic pesticide residues.

vvvYirarc nrefer Jaivam Amritham because of its nutritional benefits.
Secondly, consumers pi^x

ranked the disease prevention quality of Jaivam Amritham as third. The
rank was for the opinion that Jaivam Amritham has good taste. The fifth and

th fpiks were secured by affordability of Jaivam Amritham and the cooking time of
Jaivam Amritham respectively.

.  • o, uvp- Jaivam Amritham is produced fully in an eco-firiendly wayOrgamc nee uis-o

h  cal fertilizers or pesticides are used. From the survey it was fotmd that
^  ̂,11,, aware about the fact that Jaivam Amritham is fully firee firom

the consumers were tuuy aw
ft ic pesticide residues and it is 100 percent organic. According to Harperany typ health and food safety concerns were the main motives for

and Makatoum (200z;,
organic food purchases.

arceot that Jaivam Amritham has good nutritional benefits.
The consumers aox/t-p

Ion in his study stated that, consumers seek information about the
Efthimia (2008) aiso lu

alue of food and demand more products fi-ee Ifrom chemical residues,
^"•^^^^y^niitham is a half polished rice. Thus it maintains almost half of its branJaivam nutrition to the product. Compared to the risks of health
rontent which adds more uu

, j fn the consumption of poisonous rice or vegetables, that even
hazards caused due to
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sometimes leads to deadly diseases like cancer, using the Jaivam Amritham is highly

helpful to prevent such type of diseases to some extent. Jaivam Amritham consumers

also accepted that and gave third rank to the same opinion. Regarding the taste of

Jaivam Amritham, consumers ranked it 'four' among the above six opinions. But it

should also be noted that more than half of consumers were satisfied regarding the

taste. But, they prefer the rest of the opinions have more importance than the taste. It

was not because of the taste that they purchased Jaivam Amritham, but because of its

health benefits.

The consumers were diminutively imconcemed about,the cost of the product.

They gave rank 'five' for the opinion that Jaivam Amritham is affordable. Jaivam
Amritham is a premium placed product. Despite other conventional way of rice
production, organic way of rice production incurs much cost of production. The costs
of organic inputs are also high and very limited in availability. In order to break even
the income and expenditure, the organic products marketed at higher price. But, the
consumers were not much concemed about this factor. However, despite higher
prices, consumers are increasingly becoming aware of the negative consequences of
the conventional fanning and are consuming organic products (Aryal et al. 2009,
Pinna et al 2014, Ghorbani et al. 2007). It means that consumer would not
compromise on their health and environment and would pay a price premium instead
to protect the two. In this regard, it is necessary to understand the two inter-related
tliTI consumers' awareness and their WiUingness to Pay (WTP), which governs
whether or not the consumer wiU consume a particular product. According to Rao and
Bergen (1992), willingness to pay of customers for any product is determined by its

j  ̂-^ciV features. People are becoming more conscious about theirintrinsic and extnnsrc leaiiu^

health and they are ready to give away the money fi-om their pocket if it worth good.
.  , • ^i,^^ncpof Jaivam Amritham, the price premium does not pull themAccordmgly m the case oi

d the purchase. Finally, fiie consumers accounted that Jaivam Amritham
d nly less cooking time, since, it was half polished and due to its bran content,

it required only less gestation time.
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6.4 Analysis of influential factors towards consumer preference of

Jaivam Amritham

Consumers prefer a product due to certain reasons or factors. The present

study examined whether there is any specific factor that drives the consumers to buy

Jaivam Amritham. The pre-tested questionnaires were distributed among the

consumers through the retail outlets. The collected data were analysed using simple

descriptive statistical tools like mean and percentage. After conducting the analysis,

certain major factors were identified and those are fUroished as in the table below.
I >»

Table 6.4 Influential factors towards the purchase of Jaivam Amritham by the

I n m IV T

SLNO FACTORS

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 Good taste 80 83.3 60 46.7 62.5

2 Better Cooking Time 53.3 56.7 60 66.7 59.2

3 Free from pesticide residue 73.3 60 60 80 68.3

4 Highly Nutritional 53.3 60 70 76.7 65

5 Affordable price of product 70 67.5 76.7 63.3 67.5

m-

Source: CompUidfi^ primary data

Note* I- Elite Supermarket, Thrissur; U- Nissarga organic shop, Poonkunnam; xxx
Adat Fanners' Co-operative Society Supermarket, Adat; IV= ESAF Supermarket,
Mannoothy; T- Pooled mean

This table was constructed to determine the factors that influence the
consumers' preference over Jaivam Amritham. The consumers of Nissarga organic
shop (II) and Elite supennarket (I) preferred Jaivam Amritham because of its taste
(83 3% and 80% respectively). These two supermarkets are situated in the uiban area
of Thrissur district. The consumers of ESAF supennarket (IV) confinned that, they

fer Jaivam Amritham because of the fact that Jaivam Amritham is free from toxic
•  de residues (80%). Consiuners of AFCS (HI) agreed that the price of Jaivam
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Amritham is affordable (76.7%), since they were from the producer area and might

know about the difficulties in the production of Jaivam Amritham. From the above

table, it could be depicted that Jaivam Amritham consumers are conscious about the

taste of the rice too. A similar study conducted by Shafie (2012) stated that Food

safety, human health and environmental concern along with sensory attributes such as

nutritive value, taste, freshness and appearance influence organic food consumer

preferences.

The figure below will give a clear cut idea about how much the taste as a

factor influence the consumers to prefer Jaivam Amritham. Sandalidon et.al (2002)

has mentioned that health is the main reason for purchase of organic, followed by

quality characteristic such as taste, colour and flavor. The majority (62.50%) of the
consumers agreed that they prefer Jaivam Amritham due to its good taste. Another

30 83% must also be considered since, that much percent of the consumers had an
opinion that the taste of Jaivam Amritham is not good. Usually, rice with high bran
content will taste less. Jaivam Amritham is a half polished organic rice which is
positioned as healthy, nutritious rice. Thus, it is important to convey the rest 30.83%
of the consumers about the benefits of organic rice and should convince them that,
Jaivam Amritham is for the health and not for the taste.

Fig. 6.6 Taste as an influential faetor

■ Disagree
□ Agree
□ strongly Agree

Source; Compiled from the primary data
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In general, half polished rice requires less time to cook. The figure above

depicts that, more than 90% (59.17%+32.50%) consumers preferred to buy Jaivam

Amritham because they considered the cooking time as an influencing factor. They

agreed the fact that, Jaivam Amritham consumes only less time to cook.

Fig. 6.7 Cooking time as an influential factor

I Disagree
□ Agree
□strongly Agree

Source: Compiled from the primary data
organic products because of the reason that, these productsConsumers preiei uig, j-

Qort of pesticide residues. Organic farming is purely devoted towill be free from any son- ^ f
r- itN/atinn Thus, keeping this as a fact, all the consumers agreed that,natural way or cuiiivauu"-

"til m has no such pesticide residues and it is 100 percent organic, safe toJ3.1v3.rn Amritzisni

.  . -rule I'c further supported by the study findings like consumers whoeat product, this 1^
,, , food were more concerned about food safety than price (Shakya,usually buy organic loou j f v

2005; Aguirre, 2001).
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Fig. 6.8 Pesticide residue free as an influential factor

68.33%

■ Agree
□strongly Agree

Source: Compiled from the primary data

It can be concluded that, all the consumers preferred organic rice Jaivam
Amritham because of its nutritional benefits (68.33% strongly agreed and 31.67%
agreed) Bourn and Prescott (2002) reported that besides health, food safety and

ental considerations, several other product characteristics such as nutritive
r  u flnnearance, color and other sensory characteristics influencevalue, taste, tresnness,

o Ttip half polished Jaivam Amritham is rich in bran content,consumer preferences. Ibe nau p
1 M- A r-inp hran offers a number of health benefits, because it serves asConsuming stabilized rice di^

11 t source of essential nutrients (fibre. Manganese, Phosphorus, Magnesium,
^  T-. c H R 6t There was no one with an opinion that Jaivam AmrithamIron, Vitamins B-5 ana d-uj.has no benefits over ordinary rice.
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Fig. 6.9 Nutritional benefits as an influential factor

■ Agree
□ strongly Agree

Source: Compiled from the primary data

p "ce itself act as an influential factor for all the products. Consumers'
to pay a price premium for organic products is an important determinant

"c farm profitability and long-term financial sustainability. Organic product in
t  almost double the cost of conventional products. Jaivam Amritham is

Tf also costs almost double the conventional rice. From, the
also a premium proauci.

u  ociH that 67 50% of the consumers were satisfied with the pricefigure above it can be said mat ^ ^
r- V, thnimh it costs higher, the consumers were ready to purchase theof the product, bven muug

+V, r were more conscious about their health and most of them wereproduct, because, sy • i • j
,  Vnnw the ill effects of consuming other poisonous products.educated and thus they know . •

that consumers will give second priority to the price of the
Various study suppo

u.rc^<i look for the quality organic food. They feel that the price ofnroducts and they alway
the cost of investment in "good health" (Aryal (2008), Menon

organic food becomes m^  , 1 90021 The similar study by Millock (2002) in Denmark
(-2008) Sandalidou et.al, /oo >the consumers are willing to pay more for any type of organicreported t a , ^ ^ go/^ of consumers who are not willing to pay for all kind of
products comp organic products also depends with the consumers preference
products. In Menon (2008) on his paper organic agriculture and
which produc organic product are gaining price premium from
market potenti products. Another important observation is that 32.50%
5% to as high as °
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of consumers affirm that the cost of Jaivam Amritham is higher, but they are

purchasing the same, understanding its health benefits.

Fig. 6.10 Price as an influential factor

H strongly
Disagree

□ Disagree
□ Agree
■strongly Agree

Source; Compiled from the primary data

Thus by observing the pooled mean in Table 9, it can be concluded that, the
most important influential factor towards the Purchase of Jaivam Amritham as
reported by the consumers is that, it is free from any sort of pesticide residues. They
believe in the purity and quality of Jaivam Amritham. The next important factor is the
affordable price of the product. It can be visible from the figure 14 that the consumers
were accepted the fact that organic products incurs much higher price and when
compared to the benefits that it offer, its price is not a matter of concern. Following to
that the nutritive value that Jaivam Amritham offered attracted the consumers to buy
the product The taste and reduced cooking time also persuaded them to buy Jaivam
Amritham.

6.5 Marketing strategies of Jaivam Amritham

The second important objective of the study was to explore the marketing
strategies of organic rice, Jaivam Amritham. Pre-tested questionnaire were
distributed through the retail outlets to the consumers. Necessary data were also
collected from the retail shops, Adat Kole padavu conveners and officials of
AFSCB The variables like consumer's behaviour towards purchase of Jaivam
Amritham pre- purchase of any other organic rice, information sources, duration of
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Jaivam Amritham purchase, reason for buying Jaivam Amritham, affordability of

Jaivam Amritham, satisfaction regarding the taste and bran content, opinion

regarding reducing bran content, package of purchase, preferred package of

purchase and preferred purchase place of Jaivam Amritham were analyzed in order

to suggest a better marketing strategy. Key Informants Interview was also

conducted with four retailers in order to gather the data required to substantiate the

consumers' opinion.

The detailed study of different variables to suggest better marketing strategy

for Jaivam Amritham is furnished as below.

6.5.1 Purchase Behaviour ofRespondents towards Jaivam Amritham

Respondent's purchase behaviour is an important area to study. It actually

involves understanding a set of decisions like what, why, when, how, how much of

the consumers related to the product.

6.5.1.1 Frequency of Purchase ofJaivam Amritham

Frequency of purchase by consumers will help the marketers to identify

regular customer so that they can determine their storage quantity.The table below
shows the respondent's frequency of purchase of Jaivam Amritham.

Table
^ 5 of Purchase of Jaivam Amritham (n=120)

P
SI. No.

articulars Percent

Regularly 54.2

Occasionally 37.5

Whenever available

Source: Compiled flompnmaiy aaui

8.3

Table 6.5 represents the purchasing behaviour of respondents. Among the
Jaivam Amritham consumers majority of the respondents (54.17%) are regular

T«;«e.tri Amritham consumers who are occasional in purchasing constituteconsumers. Jaivam /umxuiai"

37 5% of the total. Least number (8.33%) of respondents said that they rarely
purchase Jaivam Amritham.
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People were well aware about the health benefits of Jaivam Amritham.

Though it is a premium product, they considered the welfare of the family as
important. It was observed from the figure that, regular buyers of Jaivam Amritham
more than half of the total sample selected. Occasional buyers of Jaivam Amritham

were less than that of regular buyers. This could be because of the reason that, people
are becoming more consciousness in what they are consuming day by day. Even
though related products are available in the market with price much less than the
organic rice, without deviating to such adulterated products the people are sticking
on to the health assuring quality organic rice like Jaivam Amritham.

Fig. 6.11 Frequency of Purchase of Jaivam Amritham

37.5

8.333

Regularly occassionaiy When ever available
Purchase of Jaivam Amritham rice

Source: compiled from the primary data

6.S.IM Prior usage of any other organie rice by the consumers
tes thp analvsis of purchase behaviour of Jaivam Amritham

When it comes to tne and :y
verv much important to analyse whether they have ever used anyconsumers, it is also y
This will be helpful for them to differentiate both the rice

other organic rice, mis
.  etc and what prompted them to shift to Jaivam

according to the price, tas ,
Amritham.
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Table 6.6 Prior usage of any other organic rice by the consumers (n=120)

81. No. Particulars Percent

1 First time users 66.7

2 Regular users 33.3

Source: Compiled from primary data

Even though organic rice of some other brands was available in the market,

66.67% of the consumers have never used any other organic rice before. They

preferred Jaivam Amritham because of the fact that it was produced by their home

land (Adat- Thrissur) and they believed in the quality of the product. It was also found

that 33.33% of consumers were the prior users of organic rice of some other brand.

They shifted to Jaivam Amritham because; it is 100 percent free from any pesticide
residues and have high nutritional benefits because of the presence of bran. Some of

them even told that Jaivam Amritham costs less when compared to their previously

purchased organic rice.

Fig. 6.12 Prior usage of any other organic rice

■No
Qyes

Source: Compiled from the primary data
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6.5.2 Reasons for buying Jatvam Amritham by the consumers

There should be some reasons that trigger the consumers to prefer Jaivam

Amritham over other organic rice. The important reasons were gathered from the

consumers of AFSC supermarket while pre-testing the questionnaire. The observed

reasons were further scrutinised and given to the consumers. The responses were

analysed and tabulated as follows.

SI. No. Particulars

»»»

Percent

1 a) Taste 10.8

2 b) Nutritional benefits 40.0

3 c) Less cooking time 1.7

4 d) Native Rice 7.5

5 e) Non-toxic 18.3

6 f) Organic Certification 6.7

7 g) Both non toxicity and nutritional benefits 10.8

8

h) Both nutritional benefits and organic
certification

4.2

It was observed that, the major reason behind the purchase of Jaivam
Amritham by the consumers is because of its nutritional benefits (40%). The next is
due to the non-toxicity office (18.3%). Taste factor as also both nutritional benefits
and non toxicity shares equal proportion of total percentage (10.8%). The consumers
were given least concern to the cooking time of the fice. Even though it takes less
time to cook when compared with other fice, consumers were not giving any
importance to this.

Reasons for purchase of Jaivam Amritham act as the driving force for the fice
to explore in the market. The most important reason for the purchase of Jaivam



Amritham as reported by the consumers was its nutritional benefits. Organic rice like

Jaivam Amritham is very nutritive and very safe to consume also. It is essential to

purchase organic rice to have family welfare. Certified organic products like Jaivam

Amritham will never compromise for its quality. One of the important qualities of

Jaivam Amritham that everyone must note is that Jaivam Amritham is a half polished

rice. Thus, even after milling the rice, it will maintain almost half of its total bran

content. How much is the bran content present that much is the nutritive value of the

rice.

Fig. 6.13 Reason for buying Jaivam Amritham

40-

30-

c
(U
o

20-

Q.

10-

10.83

18.33

6.667

10.83

4.167

X  Nutritional Less cooking Native Rice Non-toxic Organic Both b and e Both b and 1I asie hpnefits time Certification
benefits

Reason for buying Jaivam Amritham

Source: Compiled from the primary data

653 Opinion regarding the presence of bran content in Jaivam Amritham

Jaivam Amritham is half polished to maintain the bran content of the rice

because which will add the nutritive value to the rice. A survey was conducted among
the consumers to know whether they are aware about the presence of bran content in
the rice.
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Table 6.8 Bran content in Jaivam Amritham (n=120)

SI. No. Particulars Pereent

1 Bran content is less 34.2

2 Bran content is more 65.8

Source: Compi ed from primary data

The figure below depicts that 65.83% of consumers accept that Jaivam

Amritham contains higher amount of bran, whereas 34.17% of consumers reported

that they never felt Jaivam Amritham has higher bran content.

More than half of the consumers accepted that Jaivam Amritham has higher

bran content. This rice is half polished to maintain the bran content in the rice. If there
is more bran that adds nutritive value to the rice. So, the actual intention of the
producers was to retain the bran content and that is properly conveyed to the public.

Fig. 6.U Presence of bran eontent in Jaivam Amritham

Source: Compiled from the primary data

j- ^ ̂zfHnrhts bran content in Jaivam Amritham
6.5.4 Opinion regarding reducing

d from the survey that, some of the consumers prefer taste moreIt was observeu
Thus some of them want to reduce the bran content of Jaivam

than its nutritive value. • u ^ u ,
TO ..ions regarding the same were furnished as below.Amritham. theopu
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Table 6.9 Consumers opinion regarding reducing bran content in Jaivam

SI No Particulars Percent

1 Retain the bran 49.2

2 Reduce the bran 50.8

Source: Compiled from primary data

From the table and figure it can be observed that 50.83% of consumers

prefer to reduce the bran content in Jaivam Amritham. Not much less, 49.17% of
consumers prefer to maintain the bran.

This variation was observed among the consumers because of the

reason that, some consumers prefer taste rather than nutritive value. Jaivam Amritham
is nutrient rich organic rice. It maintains half of its bran content even after its milling
thereby it adds nutritive value to the rice. Here, 50.83% of consumers wanted to
reduce the bran, this might be because of the reason that, they do not know the
nutritional benefits of bran and preferring on its taste.

Fig. 6.15 Opinion regarding reducing bran content
Bno
■Yes

r ,„,.am Amritham that consamers mually buyackage ofJ(^
liable package sizes in the market were 5Kg bag and lOKg bag.

^  VM the product was available as loose also. So that theAFSC suponn'»'ket.



consumers can purchase as much quantity they want. An analysis was conducted to

know which package size that consumers usually buy. The results were tabulated as

follows.

SI. No. Particulars Percent

1 Loose 16.7

2 5 Kg 62.5

3 10 Kg .  . 20.8

The table above depicts that 62.50% of consumers usually buy 5Kg bag

of Jaivam Amritham. lOKg bag was preferred by 20.8% of consumers. Product is
^r.Ur in AFSC supermarket and that was about 16.7%.available as loose only m ^up

From the figure given below, it can be depicted that more than half of
U  rrUt SKg bag. Only 5Kg and lOKg bags were available in the

the consumers bought DKg g
Avar siinermarket, loose also available). From the available

market (except ^ p
f  a because, Jaivam Amritham is half polished and shelf life is

packaging they prefer
A  other conventional rice. Thus it was not safe for them to buy

less when compared o

lOKg bag.

Fig. 6.16 P.-chnsedpaci^o^-'v-"^-"'-""

01 40""

5 Kg 10 Kg
Loose _

package size of Jaivam Amritham

CompiledSource: Comp"
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6.5.6 Preferred Package of Purchase

The study was also conducted to know the consumers opinion regarding the
packaging size of Jaivam Amritham. The pre-tested questionnaires were distributed
among the Jaivam Amritham consumers and the responds were analysed. The
following table will explain the results.

Fixed Packaging

LooseSupermarkets
>10Kg

Elite Supermarket

Nissarga Organic shop

AFSCS Supermarket

ESAF Supermarket

FixedpacSi^g^^^

fofS^

j • flip above table reveals the results of the preferred
findings presented m me aThe nn & -.i^arn consumers. The packaging of the product is an
of Jaivam Amnmarnjackage size oj. . consumer preference. Affordable and

in determination oiimportant fa „ le must to follow.
.^n^odativcpactegu.g.^""'^

depicts the variation in preference of packaging by the
The tiata clear y ^ study. As indicated in the results, most of the

jonsumers who were packaging, probably due to the affordability and
consumers (70%) of fixed packaging. Among fixed packaging, 2Kg bag
iccommodative characten^ consumers followed by 5Kg packaging. Out of 120
^as preferred by mo^* packaging. Only 5Kg and 10 Kg Bags
^onsumers surveyed » consumers prefer 2Kg bag more than that of 5Kg

available to
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From the figure below, it can be depicted that, 70% of the consumers were
preferred fixed packaging of Jaivam Amritham than loose, it might be because of the
reason that, they would like to purchase Jaivam Amritham as in packets and as and
when required. They don't have the time to spare for weighing and then purchasing
the things. Most importantly, there is a chance for adulterating the rice when it comes

loose In most of the privileged supermarkets, there is no such provision for
Teigtog and then purchasing the product. The products comes as packages, the
consumer selects according to their preference.
Fig. 6.17 Preferred package of the product

<V 40

Loose .Preferred package of Jaivam Amntham
Source: compiled from the primary data

.  1 „ fimire can be shows that most of the consumersIts of the below iigurc v.ai
their most convenient purchase size. Apart from

A 9Ke bag (34.17%) as mci)referrea arket (5 and 1 OKg bags) the consumers would like to have
Lvailable packages m

half polished rice, its shelf life is less when compared to
iKg bags also. Since -rKT 5 or lOKg bags sometimes raise tension also.
)ther convention consumers prefer 2 Kg because, they would
i/Ioreover it is also 1 .^^en required. They don't want to keep the product for
ike to get the product consumers want 2Kg bags in the market.
I long time. So, m ^ Amritham wanted to have 5Kg bags in the market
legular consumers also prefer lOKg bags in the market and about
16.67%)- Some of t e consumers of

V.PP than IbKg m
5.83% ptefor m

raivam Amritham-



Fig. 6.18 Preferred fixed package size for purchasing Jaivam Amritham
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Preferred package size of Jaivam Amritham
Source: Compiled from the primary data

6.5.7 Preferred purcUase location of Jaivam Ao,HP,ao. ty .he eonsun,ers
lor, to avail Jaivam Amritham only in organic shops orAFSCB is having a plan

tart organic markets that sells only certified organic products,government should to know how many consumers prefer that. The
Thus a survey was ,t;r,nnaire The table below shows the results of the

,.rP designed in the questionnair .questions were desig

survey.

,  ...int, of Jaivam Amritham (n=120)T^We6i2Prefe0Sdj;^ F FREQUE^Y
"sTnoT]

PERCE

83

28

NT

69.2

7.5

23.3

Organic shops

From farmers

could be noted that 69.2% of consumers prefer to have
From the above ' directly from

•  all supermarKcw.
aivam Amritham m consumers prefer to get it from organic shops.

/93 3%)- "le farmer (2J-^
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As indicated in the below figure, more than half of the consumers prefer to
have Jaivam Amrithara from all supermarkets. But, Jaivam Amritham is a premium
product Thus when selecting supermarkets, the one where the premium class of
consumers comes only should be selected. It might be difficult for them to go to a
particular organic shop to purchase the product. If it is a supermarket, all the varieties
of product that they want will be available under a single umbrella. Thus they prefer
all supermarkets to purchase Jaivam Amritham.

Fig 6.19
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'  „,- kets Organic shops From farmersEvery super maikets . , , •
preferred purchase

SourceiCompiledfro^.-P^--"-
h AFSCB regarding the production of Jaivam6.6 Constraints face*' ^

Amritham

product by AFSCB from the Kole lands of Adat GramaJaivam Anii-itham, nd t,,iv 2015. From a total of 13 Kole padavu, they
1  inched during ̂Panchayath was la (Ombathumuri) and 94 ac (Kadavil) respectively and

selected two padavu o
f paddy The system was called Rice- Fish- Duck system

started organic ^ purchased the land as lease from the farmers by giving
of paddy cultivation-

ere for each farmer. Both Kole padavu have a committee of
*  fi The barut pLuv.-*-jultivatio • farmer. Both Kole padavu have a committee of

a margin of '"''^^"o„vener from both committees. The bank is taking care of
lembot^' on ^ preparation to translocation of the

convv-iA^^

, ten members, ■ ht from land preparation to translocation of the
the ^ . 1 • 1 •

all the activities „ere used for the culttvation, which is
to the mill-

eight to ten nit
all the 2
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certified by Lacon, a German quality certification company. The rice is half polished
and packed fi-om Palakkad. ES AF is the agency behind the distribution of the rice.

The analysis of primary data revealed that, there exists a huge demand for the
product in the market. But an in depth analysis was necessary to probe into the
producers' capacity to meet the whole demand. It was observed fi-om secondary data,
FGD and KH that, the producer (AFSCB) found it difficult to sustain the production
of Jaivam Amritham as the cost of production exceeds the income because, the

•  • ts like the fertilizers, pesticides etc are difficult to get as well as costsinp

much higher than chemical inputs. Even though Kerala Agiifultural University and
™°hibhavan were extended their hands, it was not sufficient for them to withstand.

•  • 11 the govt has given an amount of ?13,000 for Ombathumuri Kole padavu, but
j ,re, Tlii«! tvoe of group farming is really a model for all. So, for

not for KadavU padavu. ims w
of initiations govt should give special attention said MD, AFSCB. They aresuch type - • j.estoftheKolepadavu,butafinancialbackupis

readv to expand orgamc taimmg.  . ̂ jjje govt side. It is a small Farmers' Service Co-operative
verv much essential

don't have much liability to meet all the expenses incurred for thebank and t ey continue the production and to supply the product year
farming. Thus, m ormund,ffieyneedasuppor. horn ffie govt

6.7 Conclusion
U  made an attempt to justify the objectives of the study.

The cuirent chapter
uuv organic rice and marketing strategies of Jaivam

c' Y^illm^uess to yconsumers collected using various methods and was analysed by

^\nmtham. tools. The results were tabulated and figures were

lit the marketing strategy, the consumers' opinion regarding
r nrder to fî urte oui uitu nrobed into. Despite the availabiUty of other branded as
AtTiritham was also pJaivam ad" . consumers preferred to buy Jaivam Amritham. The

well as loca Taivam Amritham purchase were also analysed. It was
•  1 factors towards jaivoiuinfluential la - ̂  consumers were willing to pay for organic rice

•  A from file analysisscrutinized u" favourable attitude towards the same. They prefer Jaivam

and they possessed j^^rket is showing a positive sign
^!^thanifor^®^°^® exists a good market for Jaivam

ftom the ' 80



Amritham. But it was also important to analyse the factors of production. From KII

and FGD it was found that AFSCB is facing some constraints to expand the
cultivation. Since the demand is prevailing in the market and it if it is possible to give
them a better backup either as an incentive or as a financial support by the govt. or
any other related agency wiU be a great consolation for them.
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Cfutpter- 7

Suggestions



Chapter 7

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS

Organic food market has shown a tremendous growth in the last few years.
Certainly organic rice is an important part of it, as lice is the staple food of people in
Kerala. People ate becoming more eonscious about their health, as they are well
educated Thrissur is the pioneer in organic rice cultivation in Kerala. Adat Fanners'

Rank has taken up an initiative to start organic rice production atService Co-operative uau*.
,  , 1 produced and ESAF marketed the product under the brand

the Panchayath level, l ney pruu
VI, Rpfore launching a premium product like Jaivam Amntham,

naiiic Jaivani Anintiiaiii.

t to investigate the consumers' willingness to pay for the product. Afterit is impo ̂  officials of AFSCB, it was understood that, a
bavine a prior discussion wim m

®  ' ame is a necessity for diem. In the light of this, thedeailcd study regardmg the same IS .
ftPrtaken with the followmg objectives:present study was undertaken wi
s  f+;tiiHe towards the consumption of organic rice- Jaivam

1, Consumers aniiuu

Amritham

3. TO suggest marketing stndegies for Jaivam Amritham
j  in four retail oudets of Jaivam Amritham, namely

was conclucieuThe stu y ^ AFCS supermarket and ESAF supermarket
orlrpt Nissarga orgaiuElite SupermarK h and peri- urban areas of Thrissur district. For the

which were located j^Qj^aire was prepared, pretested and used for quantitative
collection of tfi® ^ informant interview and case narrations as the

1  0rited \vitn y
data and suppl®® coded, analysed and interpreted by using

There alter cwu*qualitative data. SPSS-version 20 computer program,
descriptive statistics • t It tb t

ded up with appropnate results that gave a proper meamng
This study was ^juch will be beneficial for AFSCB in future time. The

.  „ v,f the study, wru,o the objectives 0 ^ ̂̂arised us follows.
^jor£indinguof«t» =



7.1 Summary of findings

The major findings of the study are as follows;

7.1.1 Consumers' aUUude towards organic rice

A favourable attitude was observed among the consumer towards organic
rice Consumers preferred organic rice over conventional rice because, compared to
fire 'risks of health hazards with pesticide residue leading even to cancer, using the

•  • hiehlY beneficial for them. Furthermore, in order to havenrffanic nee was

r r d habits for the family and to achieve the whole ftmUyls welfare, getting this
-  was really good. Consumers also had an opinion that thetype of orgamc organic rice to be encouraged even though it costs almost

pmducuon and since i, was for the welfare of the society. The
double the price o c higher production and distribution costs, as well
premium for orgamc organic rice. The consumers were ready to

wxarc' willingness to pnyas consumers jaivam Amritham. As long as demand increases faster
pay for premium products produced rice remain constant, organic ricethan supply and prices of conve
wiU continue to seU for higher pnce.

• mn regarding the purchase of Jaivam Amritham7.1.2 Consumers optmonrg

willing to purchase Jaivam Amritham because theyConsumers were pesticide residues. Beside to this, they
_anic and free "ouiconsidered it as org«uM ^ nutritious and it helped to prevent

preferred Jaivam Amu consumers conceded that it was
diseases. It is a premium pro ' products meets the value of their

fnr sucb.
reaUy worth to pay nurchased Jaivam Amritham not because of the
money. Furthennore, benefits. Presently, it is not avaUahle in aU
„rice but because of its supermaitets, then the demand can be
^  . ,f it is supple®®"'^ "supermarkets.

j^rther mcrea consumer prefatence of Jaivam Amritham
Halfactors towaru

7.1'J Ittfit*^ important influential &ctors

From the sWlV '* ^u^m were the lack of any pesticide residues,
towards the affordable price and reduced cooking time. The
high nutritive 83 •



comumers strongly relayed on the quality paremeters of Jaivam Anuitham. Among aU
these non-toxic nature and the nutritional benefits attracted them more towards
jaivam Amritham. It is because of the fact 'concern for human health and safety',
which is a key fector that influences consumer preference for orgmtic food like Jatvam

The various studies had observed a consistent deteriomtion in human
iTfl. over time and that motivated the consumers to buy Jaivam Amridtam as
iasurance and/or investment in health.

rjj Morons strau^ies of

J  the Study that, most of the consumers of Jaivam
T+ observed irora ^

uular purchasers for the past few months. There is a growmgAmritham were re -rttisumefs for healthy food like Jaivam Amritham. It
j /jemand among couo"*"awareness ana jaivam Amritham is far higher than present

A Aat the potential demanu wwas found tnai f o,,n„iv and retail system is still weakly developed,
-tisfy. Since the supplyproduction can s • met. Jaivam Amritham is retailed through

this potential demand ^ marketing. Among all these,
supermarkets and orgamc Amritham through aU supermarkets. When it
consumers preferred to Amritham, consumers preferred 2 Kg bag more
comes to die packaging ^ increasing the purchasing power of consumer
than the prevailing pac ag '^^tham to flourish. Growing health awareness

'fv fbr
signals an opportumiy enhances the affordability towards Jaivam
coupled with inoreasb.gP'"'^
Amridiam.

conventional rice production, orgamc nee production
^en compat®^ ̂^^j-fficult for a Farmers' Service Co-operative Bank like

incurs high eost. B J ̂cavour alone. Thus they are waiting for the helping
AFSCB to continue sue ^ ̂ incentive or as a financial support. As far as the
l^ds ftoffl the geV investing in such project wiU not make losses.
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2.

7.2 Suggestions

Jaivam Amritham is slowly but steadily finding its way in the average households
of Kerala, As an upcoming segment in retail, it is indicative of the rising health-
consciousness among the consumers. Jaivam Amritham market is gmduaUy
witnessing the shift fom being an eUtist to a healthy product and showing signs of
consistent growth.

1  Lack of estabUshed marketing channels is the major weaknesses of Jaivam
Amritham. The demand for the product is still exists in the market. Thus,
AFSCB need to develop a proper marketing channel for the supply of the
roduct Proper infiastructure facilities need to be strengthened. It is better to
mlket the product directly to the retailers (without the intermediary of

1  ) so the priee of the product can still be reduced and could make
available to aU the classes of people.

a.1. and providing more technical backup to theImproving the pacKagmg

and distributors are the need of Ihe hour. More mvestments areprodu^rs^^r development for improving the quality of the

product.

v,vvg.«trate on the packaging of Jaivam Amritham. It will be
^  ApqCB has to concenu^i

for the consumer if it is available in 2 kg bags. At the same tune,comfortable o packaging of Jaivam Amritham
they should take
more attractive.

th categories of consmners exists in the market, those who prefer4 There are those who don't, both with almost equal proportion,
to retain br create awareness among the people regarding the
_ c it is the nght tune iw

and health benefits of bran. Rather than reducing the bran innutritive momote die product by highlighting positive aspects of
it is better to pnee. It IS "

bran.

to think about different marketing initiatives in order to5  It is hetter j m consumers. Consumers' attention could be
vviicate the prw"cotaio^ ^ proper promotion. It is the time to mvest m

o»iy
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advertisements to promote the product. The following is a list of the most

common methods applied:

•  Printing and distribution of leaflets: Promotional materials can print in

mass quantities and can distribute, providing information about AFSCB,

product, and sometunes activities.

•  Labels on the packages that shows the nutritional aspects of Jaivam

Amritham in comparison with other conventional rice.

• Mass media: Articles can publish in the printed media such as newspapers

and magazines, describing the benefits of Jaivam Amritham. They can

have a link with journalists who are interested in the issue and support the

organic movement.

• Advertisements: Advertise in local newspapers that have wide circulation.
Placing banners in strategic locations within the city could also be
attempted. Not only that, they can also think about advertising fiu-ough
radio.

• Direct marketing: This can be undertaken over the phone as recorded
calls.

Display information and photographs: Display the photographs of
keystones in supermarkets to sensitise the customers about the people
behind the product.

Participation in trade and food fairs: Display and sell products at trade and

food fair (©-g- expo) and create awareness among the people which
could boost the sale of Jaivam Amritham domestically.

If roper promotion is forwarded, AFSCB can supply the product to additional
outlets in the major populated cities of the state.

It ■ better to make Jaivam Amritham available in all elite supermarkets where
premium class of consumers come.

eferred to have special racks for Jaivam Amritham in the supermarket
_ /.onsumeis could easily find out the product. In some of the

so that tne ia/

supei
ailcets it is already exists but, something more could have done to
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attract the consumers. Not only that, there should someone in the supermarket

who is able to clarify the doubts of the customers.

9. It is better to focus on market development in order to reach another segment

of consumers, i.e., prospective consumers who show concern for health and

the environment but do not buy organic products yet. In this case, two

attainable strategies could be creation of "Jaivam Amritham comers" in places

of purchase and placing brochures in these areas.

10 It is possible to expand the Jaivam Amritham sales through a market
penetration strategy directed at different segments of consumers based on their
socio- economic profile and other factors which are influencing them for
consuming Jaivam Amntham.

11 It is necessary to setup some awareness programs in Krishibhavans at the
district level, which can be can be imparted fi-om Principal Agriculture Officer
so that number of farmers can come under this umbrella. The rising healfii-
consciousness wUl certainly trigger demand in the near future.

•  are having higher demand in the export market. It could be
12. Orgamc proaucu> ok./

d that if opportunities exist, it could be worthwhile to focus on both the
«,arket and the export market. The successful export of one organicdomestic

could serve as an important money generator for the development of the
tic market. It is fbe time to think about the opportunities of export of

Jaivam Amntham.

If AFSCB can invest means they can thmk about a start up i.e., an 'Organic
„  . ohnn' where only organic foods cooked and served. Not only

Ethnic Food anop ,
- atari organic vegetable cultivation wherever possible and can

rice, they can stan u g
included in this stop-

and regulations for Lacon organic certification were profoimd and so14. The m ^as really high. Hence, government assistance is to be

given to the

f orgamc production package by the expert is highly essential for
15. Refme productivity fi-om the Kole lands.realization of tiette p
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16. As there is a sudden decline in the organic production practices, a sustenance

production incentive can be given to the growers to make them involved in the

aspect. A special crop insurance policy can be set up by the govt for
organically produced produces, since the yield of such produce cannot be
predictable.

For the next marketing development, AFSCB should focus on new package

design with coiporate identity. This will create good impression for Jaivam
Amritham and organisation. However, professional package design requires
substantial investment. Future market promotion should include "product
benefits" This is linked with a sales strategy in which the target group is the non-

Tr> have access to this new consumer group, creative publicity
user consuraer.

activities are needed. Again, product quaUty becomes a critical issue as product
benefits also include product quality. Quality development is therefore a key to
market success.

7.3 Conclusion

Th market for organic rice, augmenting rapidly, still constitutes a niche in the
,. Adat Farmers' Service Co-operative Bank has initiated itsfood sector. In this context Au
^  .1, ..tirirhment of Orgamc nee market m the state. But the market

first step towards the ennouixx
. . . ̂ 11 sedentary in nature, m present scenano health consider

for the orgunic nee is.  jpT^and for organic products. But, the price premium attached to
strives the increase m ociu

makes these products more affordable principally to urban,the organic certification maxe
^ ̂  . ̂/^n«5umers. The Government and exporters should take up task
«^„rated and affluent consum

anizations in the country and encourage them to continue with
f Tnrating such orgam^

^  the initiatives have not begin- they have but now an
organic f unication programme should be taken by both as Government
awaren Education programme at farm level wlule corporate body should
jnformation jnedia awareness on Development of Organic food.

o<sively carry out maggressi / taking its full life for the expansion of organic rice. The

Domestic organic rice is now showing an upward trend. In this context,
market po ^ ̂ coUabomtion between public and private agencies and that will be
AFSCB uau SP technical and financial activities. From this study, it was

•  1 -fn SXJPP^benefiuiul onsumeis prefa: Jaivam Annitham for number of reasons and they
observed that d*®



are willing .0 purchase it even for the premium cost. But at the same time, the
constraints faced by the producers must be mitigated. Thus, when the demand is
pertatn in the market and if proper support is extended to the producer, AFSCB can
think about the expansion of its organic rice production.
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APPENDIX

COLLEGE OF CO-OPERATION BANKING & MANAGEMENT

KERALA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY

VELLANIKKARA, KAU (P.O), trichur

analysis of marketing opportunities of organic rice - jaivam
amritham

gj^^^7EY_SC^^EDUL]E^TO_CONSUMD^RS

1. Name

2. Address

3. Gender

a) Male □ b) Female^

4. Educatioa<,uaUfioaUonofFamer/MoU.er
I—I b) Higher secondary □

a) Secondary I—
D d) Post Graduate Qc) Under Graduate

D b) 10,001-20,000 c) 20,001-30,000
a) Below 10,000

I—I e) Above 40,000 l_Jd) 30,001-40,000 LJ

5; Occupation
of Father/Mother



a) Self employed □ b)Govt.jcb Q c) Non Govt. job Q

d) Daily wages O e) Pensioner □ f) business □

7, Family size

a)2 □ •')3 ■=!
c)4 □ d) Above 4 O

8. Regarding purehasing'JaivamAnrntham', you are
,  , bl Occasionally rn c) Whenever available [H

a) Regular □ '

, ^tber oreanic rice before using Jaivam Amritham?9  Did you use any other org
r J b) No

a) Yes

fnr to Jaivam Amritham?If yes. what is the reason for changmg

. fhp information regarding Jaivam Amritham?
10. From where did you ge

I—I b) Advertisements □ c) Krishibhavan □
a) News paper I—

I—I e) Others □ f) From other supermarkets □
d) AFSC society LJ

,  you are using WvamAnnitham?11 How long yo"'"
□  b) 4 months Q c) 6 months □

a) 2 months

d) More than 6 "-o* ^
u  Jaivam Amritham?whatiathc^asonforhuyntsM



a) Taste O b) Nutritional benefits □ c) Less cooking time □

d) Native rice e) No pesticide residue ^ Q Organic certification'^
13. Are you satisfied with the price of Jaivam Amritham?

a) Satisfied Q] More, but buying due to its health benefits Q
14. The taste of Jaivam Amntham is?

a)Goo<l □ b)Verygood □
c)Bad a d) very bad □

,5. -n.ebrancontentmJaivamA.^ritha^"''-'
a) Yes □

tf yes. do you like arreduee are bran coateat?
,—I b) No CHa) Yes LJ

f Tmvarn Amritham that you often buy?16 The package of Jaiv
^  b)5Kg D c)10Kgn

a) Loose I—I
. .ofjaivaarAaaitham that you prefer to buy?17. The package of Jai

□  b)2Kg
a) Loose

e) More than 10 Kg Q
d)lOKg □ nrefer to buy Jaivam Amritham?

18, Fromwberedoyoupref
I—I b) Only from orgamc shops 1—|

From all eupeunat"''®

c) Directly
farmers □



20. General attitude towards organic nee

SL

NO

Product attributes

Safe for consumption

Good taste

Help to prevent diseases

Requires less cooking time

Ab^oxic pesticioai icaxJ"--

Strongly

Agree

Have god nutml befts

fresh

Agree
No

opinion

Strongly

Disagree

Disagre

^ you for your kind co.operaUon
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ANNEXURE
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Conducting Focused Group Discussions

Conducting Key Informants Interviews


